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PREFACE
Throughout the last years, the German Council of Economic Experts (GCEE) has
intensified its outreach to researchers and institutions abroad with the aim of
fostering communication and cooperation regarding issues of economic policy.
To provide a platform for this international exchange, in 2016 the GCEE initiated a first International Conference of Councils on Economic Policy.
This conference took place on June 24, 2016 upon the invitation of Minister
Sigmar Gabriel and was hosted in Berlin by the German Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy (BMWi). Participating councils included:
Conseil d’Analyse Économique (France),
Council of Economic Advisers (US),
Council on Economic and Fiscal Policy (Japan),
CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis,
Economic Council (Finland),
German Council of Economic Experts, GCEE,
Independent Authority for Fiscal Responsibility (Spain),
Office of Parliamentary Budget Officer (Canada),
Parliamentary Budget Office (Greece), and
Portuguese Public Finance Council.
The contributions to the conference were concentrating on two major issues, the
development of the Chinese economy and its implications, and the challenges to
economic growth in advanced economies. In addition to the representatives of
the various economic councils, important aspects of the developments in China
were also discussed by Rodney Jones of Wigram Capital Advisors.
This volume collates the papers which formed the background for the individual
conference presentations, prefaced by a welcome address given by Parliamentary State Secretary Iris Gleicke (BMWi), and a brief paper by Christoph M.
Schmidt, the GCEE chairman, explaining the statutory mandate of and the processes behind the GCEE’s work.
A first set of three presentations addressed the first major topic of the conference, the development of the Chinese economy. To provide a first impulse for the
discussion, Rodney Jones (Wigram Capital Advisors) presented an analysis of
China’s credit boom. Peter Bofinger (GCEE) continued the discussion of this
first overarching theme by providing an assessment of the transformation process which has engulfed the Chinese economy throughout the last years. In addition, he discusses the various implications that this transformation will have for
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the rest of the world economy. Finally, Pekka Sinko (EC Finland) discusses the
consequences of China’s decelerating growth and its changing composition, with
a particular focus on the case of Finland.
A second set of five presentations addressed the theme of low and unsatisfactory
growth in advanced economies. Motoshige Itoh (CEFP Japan) contributed to
the conference with a discussion of Japan’s experience of a protracted phase of
low growth. Starting from the observation that global growth has been disappointing once and again throughout the last years, Jay C. Shambaugh (CEA)
discusses the reasons behind these developments, sorting out potential factors
on both the demand and the supply side, emphasizing the role of weak demand.
Laura van Geest (CPB) uses several examples from the realm of trade policy
issues, such as TTIP and Brexit, to explain how the CPB employs its model infrastructure to quantitatively assess the economic implications of policy decisions.
In his presentation, Mostafa Askari (CBO Canada) outlines possible reasons
for the apparent lack in the stability and strength of economic growth in advanced economies since the start of the current century, with a special eye on the
Canadian experience. Finally, Volker Wieland (GCEE) critically discusses recent attempts at estimating the equilibrium real interest rate and argues that it
would be premature to declare the evidence for its possible decline conclusive.
This conference was highly successful because of the many stimulating contributions and the open and engaged discussion of the participants. But the support
given to the conference by several members of the GCEE team was also indispensable. The GCEE would like to thank especially the organising committee,
comprised of Dr. Jochen Andritzky (Secretary General, GCEE), Birgit
Hein (Office Manager, GCEE), Peter Kuntze (Deputy Office Manager, GCEE),
and Dr. Astrid Klesse (Head of Unit, Fundamental issues of economic policy,
BMWi).

Christoph M. Schmidt, GCEE
Peter Bofinger, GCEE
Lars P. Feld, GCEE
Isabel Schnabel, GCEE
Volker Wieland, GCEE
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Welccome address – Irris Gleicke

Iris Glleicke
Parliam
mentary Statte Secretary at the Federral Ministry
y
for Eco
onomic Affaiirs and Enerrgy
k off the con
nference, Parrliamentary State Secre-To kick
tary Iriis Gleike wellcomes the participants
p
to the Federal Miinistry for Economic
E
Afffairs and En
nergy.

WELLCOME
E
(TRANS
SCRIPT OF
F THE FREE
ELY DELIVE
ERED SPE
EECH)
Ladiies and Genttlemen!
Allow
w me to wa
armly welcom
me you to th
he Federal Ministry
M
forr Economic Affairs
and Energy for the
t first Inteernational Conference
C
of
o Councils oon Economiic Policy. Minister
M
Gab
briel would h
have liked to
o address yo
ou himself; h
however he is unable to
t attend tod
day's conferrence due to other obliga
ations. He th
therefore ask
ked me
to sttand in for him
h and to w
welcome you
u here today,, and to convvey his best wishes
to yo
ou for a succcessful eventt.
You are all expe
erts in the d
difficult and
d demanding
g business oof economicc policy
conssultation. Trraditions an
nd experiencce in this are
ea differ greeatly from country
c
to co
ountry. So th
he idea of hoolding an in
nternational exchange off ideas and experiencee among cou
uncils on ecoonomic poliicy was actually obviouss. There hav
ve been
isola
ated bilatera
al exchangess of this nature in the past, and soo I am even
n more
pleased that thiss multilateraal exchange is being held
d today.
The relationship
p between sscience and politics is complex
c
and
d not without tension. This is parrticularly tru
ue in econom
mics and the social scien
nces. There is
i more
n just the gap between ttheory and practice,
p
which is often sizable. Forr scienthan
tists it is firstly – as it shoulld be – abou
ut examining
g the probleem as accura
ately as
posssible, about gaining knoowledge. Pollicymaking, in contrastt, is an act of
o creation – often ve
ery swift, aand regardin
ng issues on
o which th
here is no proven
know
wledge. But in a parliam
mentary dem
mocracy, it iss above all aalways abou
ut striking a balance be
etween differrent interestts.
For this reason, policy musst always be focused on everyday liffe and meeting the
ple at their level.
l
Becau
use at the en
nd of the day, politics in
n a democra
acy depeop
pend
ds on the co
onsent of th
hese being governed.
g
In
n this light, specific eco
onomic
policcy recomme
endations arre necessarilly always lin
nked to valu
ue judgemen
nts. For
insta
ance, many economistss tend to con
nsider efficiiency the toop priority and
a
neglectt the distrib
bution policyy impacts of their recom
mmendation
ns since the
ese can
be co
orrected late
er anyway, iff necessary, via taxes an
nd transfers..
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But the reality is different. Policy measures are always judged on their distribution effects – in fact this is often the first criterion.
And yet, separation of efficiency and distribution is frequently not a simple matter. That is why policy consultation “users” would like their advisors to also take
into account which measures are feasible and under what conditions. Economic
consulting that does not include this can easily miss the mark. Implementing
recommendations too often fails because the measures lack the necessary societal recognition and legitimation.
There is a second thing that is important to me: policy consultation must disclose the value judgments on which its recommendations are based. Consultants
must openly reveal their underlying “knowledge interests” – to use an expression from academic theory. Their own value judgements hidden beneath the
cloak of science may under no circumstances be placed above those of whom
they are to advise. This would turn policy consultants themselves into an interest
group and they would undoubtedly lose the credibility and acceptance of those
they are advising.
You have chosen two important main issues for today's conference: the effects of
slower economic growth in China and the longer-term challenges to economic
growth in industrialised countries. Both topics are also highly relevant to economic policy in Germany at present. Germany is currently on a solid growth
path. The German economy grew by 1.7 percent overall last year despite the difficult international environment. The Federal Government also expects 1.7 percent growth this year and 1.5 percent in 2017.
German economic growth this year is largely being driven by domestic growth;
the positive development in employment and income and the low oil price are
stimulating private consumption, for example. The main risks to economic development in Germany remain in foreign trade. The slowdown in growth in the
emerging markets, such as in China, create headwinds for German exports. So
we are very interested in your analyses and assessments of how China's economy
will progress.
As regards long-term challenges to economic growth in industrialised countries,
I see Germany facing two main challenges at the moment. One major challenge
is demographic change. While a heavier influx of skilled workers and labour
market integration of refugees can mitigate the consequences of demographic
change, it cannot reverse them. The Federal Government's economic policy thus
continues to be aimed at boosting employment. This is the reason why, for instance, childcare is being further expanded – so that family and career can be
better combined. The Federal Government is also planning to make the transition from work to retirement more flexible so that in future more older people
opt to continue working even after they have reached retirement age.
A second major challenge for Germany as an industrialised country is digitalisation. As this will play a key role in future economic growth, the Federal Government is actively addressing the digital transformation. It is supporting digitalisation of the economy and society primarily by adapting the social market econoFirst International Conference of Councils on Economic Policy
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my's regulatory framework to the requirements of the digital world. Ensuring
openness to innovation and control over own data – at national as well as European and international levels – and creating the right framework, particularly
for private investment, are important in this process.
Of course, we cannot talk about economic policy challenges today without referring to the outcome of yesterday's referendum in the UK. We must respect the
British people's decision even if I regret it very much. The decision also shows
that rational economic arguments often have only a limited effect in politics.
Numerous studies were undertaken in advance of the vote, including those by
the IMF and the OECD, that warned of the negative economic consequences
Brexit would have for the UK itself. However, these were obviously insufficient
to convince the British people to remain in the EU.
The British government now has to decide what steps to take next. If it files a
formal leave application, this will trigger negotiations with EU institutions. The
General Affairs Council members will discuss this matter in Brussels for the first
time today. However, we should not make the mistake of invoking the end of the
European Union. I don't see other member states planning any referendums
about withdrawal. Nor would that make much economic sense. Membership in
the single market and the Schengen Area – for some states – safeguards our
prosperity. European structural policy also contributes a great deal for many
member states. The question of acting as a member state of the European Union
or as an individual nation is, not least, a foreign and security policy issue.
On an emotional level, however, the crises have given rise to doubts about the
EU for many people. Firstly the economic and financial crisis and then the refugee crisis have resulted in a loss of confidence. And this is why Europe must win
that confidence back. We must encourage people, encourage them to believe in
Europe and its – our – ability to solve problems.
Let me stress once again in closing how important independent economic policy
consultation is to the Federal Government. Even if we do not always share the
criticism of the German Council of Economic Experts, it provides us nonetheless
with important analyses for economic policy understanding and discourse.
I wish you interesting discussions and lively debate at your conference today,
which – if I understand correctly – is to be the first in a series of regular exchanges.
Thank you for listening.
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The Germa
an Council of Econnomic Experts (GC
CEE): Statutory mandate and proceess – Christoph M.
M Schmidt

Christtoph M. Sc
chmidt
Germaan Council off Economic Experts
oduction of the
t participaants,
As partt of the intro
GCEE cchairman Ch
hristoph M. Schmidt higghlights tthe particula
arities of the
e GCEE’s maandate
and thee role of its annual
a
report.

THE GERM
MAN COUNC
CIL OF ECONO
OMIC EXPER
RTS:
STATTUTOR
RY MANDATE
E AND
D PROC
CESS
Sincce 1963, the year of its fo
foundation, the
t German
n Council of Economic Experts
E
(GCE
EE) has bee
en working aas an indepeendent grou
up of advisorrs on a wide
e range
of qu
uestions of economic
e
poolicy to Germ
many's policcymakers an
nd the general public. Its
I annual re
eport has beeen serving as an ancho
or for budgeetary planning and
foreccasting of administratio
a
ons and en
nterprises, as a principaal source off informatiion regardin
ng the statee of the economy and the
t effects oof policy intterventionss, and more generally aas an inspira
ation for the public discoourse on eco
onomic
policcy in Germa
any and at th
he European
n level. As a reflection
r
off its indepen
ndence,
the GCEE's
G
anallyses and viiews are ofteen exposed to
t consideraable criticism
m from
the political
p
sph
here. Yet, thiis sense of un
nease must not be confu
used with crriticism
of th
he council’s analytical q
quality. As this
t
brief artticle explain
ns, being a critical,
c
yet constructive
c
e voice in th
he economicc policy aren
na is enshrin
ned in the GCEE's
G
legall mandate and process.

The
e GCEE’ss legal m
mandate
The GCEE has the
t legal obliigation to su
ubmit an annual report on macroecconomic deevelopment, “to assist aall authoritiees responsib
ble for econoomic policy as well
as th
he general public
p
in forrming a sou
und opinion” (Act on th
he Appointm
ment of
the Council of Economic
E
E
Experts (Gessetz über diie Bildung eeines Sachve
erstänng der gesa
amtwirtschaftlichen Ent
ntwicklung – SVRdigenrates zur Begutachtun
CEE is “onlyy bound by the mandate set forth iin this law; it
i is inGeseetz)). The GC
depeendent in th
he performan
nce of its wo
ork” and com
mprises perrsons who “p
possess
a specialised kn
nowledge off economic science
s
and be experien
nced in mattters of
nomic policy
y”.
econ
The pool of elig
gible potentiial memberrs is clearly delineated bby the act (Article
(
1(3) SVR-Gesetzz); for examp
ple, they can
nnot be mem
mbers of govvernment orr public
service at the tiime of appoointment or during the year preced
ding appoin
ntment,
versity teach
her or an asssistant at an institute off economic and
a soexceept as a univ
cial science. Furrthermore, tthey must neither
n
be re
epresentativves of any associaa
union, nor may
m they be bound to th
hem by any permap
tion of employerrs or trade u
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nent contract of employment or agency agreement. However, there is an informal understanding that one council member will be appointed with the approval
of the German trade unions, and one with the approval of the association of
German employers.
GCEE members are appointed for five-year terms, with the possibility of being
reappointed for a second (that happens often) or even third (a rare event) term.
Once appointed for their five-year term, GCEE members cannot be dismissed,
providing them with considerable independence. The members’ terms are not
synchronised, but are overlapping. Typically, one member is up for reappointment or is newly appointed to the GCEE each year. Consequently, throughout its
history the group has tended to comprise a mixture of experience and fresh perspectives. As the GCEE’s reputation rests on the academic standing of its members, they should have published extensively in refereed international journals.
The SVR-Gesetz explicitly states what the GCEE is to examine and that the assumptions underlying the analysis are to be transparent. The benchmark for assessing future macroeconomic developments is also defined in the SVR-Gesetz
(Article 2 SVR-Gesetz). However, in all cases where the four prescribed objectives of this so-called “magic square” – stability of the price level, a high rate of
employment and equilibrium in foreign trade and payments, together with
steady and adequate economic growth – are not completely congruent, the
GCEE is free in determining how to weigh them against one another. The mandated task of the council is to indicate undesirable developments that pose a
threat to the stated objectives, and identify ways to avoid them.
It might well happen that one or two GCEE members have a different opinion on
how to weigh the individual objectives than the council’s majority, or that they
are convinced of another interpretation of the empirical evidence. In these cases,
the SVR-Gesetz explicitly entitles this minority to express a dissenting opinion.
The act thus recognises that despite the prescribed objectives and the shared academic and informational basis, there typically cannot be an “objective” or “neutral” benchmark for assessing economic policy. Consequently, the statutory
mandate implies that each annual report is an expert opinion of current macroeconomic developments based on economic reasoning, reflecting the inherent uncertainty regarding these matters wherever this is appropriate.

The process behind the GCEE reports
The GCEE draws on the latest economic literature when preparing the annual
report. The references to literature enable readers to quickly gain their own
overview of the relevant literature. However, the report does not purport to provide a complete reflection of the literature. It would anyway not be in accord
with the mandate to simply provide an overview of literature on the issues discussed. Rather, the current academic and applied literature forms the transparently documented basis for the GCEE’s own discourse and the ensuing conclusions. It is the council’s firm conviction that only by formulating an explicit position on all relevant matters of economic policy, it will be able to fulfil its mandate: to help inform the opinions of policymakers and the public.
First International Conference of Councils on Economic Policy
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The GCEE also conducts its own empirical analyses, based on macroeconomic
data or individual-level survey data. Quite frequently it commissions additional
empirical analyses in collaboration with external economists who are particularly knowledgable in a specialised field of application. These studies are often an
especially valuable instrument for assessing the likely future impact of economic
policy measures, as the academic literature will typically only provide such analyses with a delay. It certainly adds to the reputation of the council’s work that
the empirical studies of both the council and its staff and of the external economists are often subsequently published in peer-reviewed international journals.
While in the public debate it is often mistaken as an indication of indecisiveness,
the GCEE openly embraces the instrument of reflecting a diversity of perspectives on economic policy in dissenting opinions. Their publication in the annual
reports provides much more transparency about the inherent intricacies of these
matters than is available in most reports of other institutions or research papers.
The fact that each member of the GCEE is legally entitled to express a dissenting
opinion in the annual report is therefore an important component of the council's process, enhancing its transparency and ultimately its legitimacy.
To foster transparency about its work, the GCEE provides the data underlying all
charts and tables published in the annual reports for download from its website,
with the rare exception where copyright rules do not permit this. The reports also include a comprehensive list of all institutions and persons with whom the
council members spoke prior to preparing them. They also name all members of
staff, including interns, who worked on the report, as well as all economists who
provided analyses for the GCEE. Finally, academic articles (co-) autored by
members of the council’s staff are published as working papers on the GCEE
website.

The GCEE – a voice in the economic policy arena
In light of the so-called magic square of economic objectives that serves the
council as a benchmark, almost every analysis of economic policy measures will
necessarily end with a value judgement, because the four objectives have to be
weighted against one another. It is quite obvious from looking at the decadelong history of annual reports, that this frequently leads to criticism levelled at
prevailing government action. This criticism generally becomes more vocal when
economic policymakers have taken or plan to take steps that could be a threat to
achievement of the four objectives set in the SVR-Gesetz.
This often happens in years when a new government has taken office following a
general election, and introduces a new direction for economic policy. In 2009,
the economic policy plans of the newly elected coalition government of the
CDU/CSU and FDP resulted in the title of the 2009/10 Annual Report being
“Securing the future through responsible economic policies”. And in 2013, the
plans of the newly elected “grand coalition” government to further dilute the reforms of Agenda 2010, thereby – at least according to the assessment of the
GCEE’s majority – putting the GCEE's four objectives at risk, led to the title
“Against a backward-looking economic policy” of the 2013/14 Annual Report.
First International Conference of Councils on Economic Policy
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It is abundantly clear that by adamantly voicing its conclusions in the public
arena, the GCEE fulfils its statutory mandate – that is as a critical economic policy companion to every German federal government, and not a direct government advisor. As was intended when it was formed, the GCEE thus continues to
remain a public challenger to policymakers1 , as evidenced by the intense public
debates on the analyses and results of the annual reports.
While this might feel uncomfortable for policy-makers from time to time, then
Chancellor Gerhard Schröder put matters in perspective on the occasion of the
40th anniversary of the GCEE in 2003, by saying: “Advice from competent third
parties is valuable support for every active politician, particularly when provided
independently in a public and critical dialogue. And I stress: This also applies if
– and this is said to have happened before – the expert opinions are not what we
want to hear.”2

1

H. Tietmeyer: Die Gründung des Sachverständigenrates aus der Sicht der Wirtschaftspolitik,
in: Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftliche Entwicklung (Ed.): Vierzig Jahre Sachverständigenrat 1963-2003, Wiesbaden 2003, pp. 22-33.

2

G. Schröder: Wissenschaftliche Beratung und politische Durchsetzbarkeit, in: Sachverständigenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung (Ed.): Vierzig Jahre Sachverständigenrat 1963-2003,
Wiesbaden 2003, pp. 15-21.
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Economic slowdown in
China and implications for
other advanced countries
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The Ban
nks and China’s crredit boom – Rod
dney Jones

Rodne
ey Jones
Wigram
m Capital Ad
dvisors
ns addressed
d the first
A first set of three presentation
pment of
major ttopic of the conference, the develop
the Chiinese econom
my. To prov
vide a first im
mpulse,
Rodneyy Jones (Wigram Capita
al Advisors) presented an aanalysis of China’s
C
credit boom.

THE BANK
KS AND
D CHIN
NA’S CREDIT
C
T BOOM
M
Intro
oduction
The banks have
e always beeen central to
t the Chine
ese developm
ment modell, marshallling China’ss savings an
nd directing it through loans
l
to thee industrial sector,
prop
perty develo
opment, as w
well as fund
ding investm
ment. Howevver, this sysstem is
now
w coming under increasiing strain, as
a the bankin
ng system m
migrates from
m simple loans
l
and deposits
d
to shadow fin
nancing. Outside of thee Big Four banks,
opaq
que and seccretive shadoow financing now dominates tradittional banking activityy.
Sincce 2010 leverrage has riseen sharply, while
w
Chine
ese banks aree increasing
gly reliant on
o short term
m paper for funding. What
W
began ass regulatoryy arbitrage has now
evolvved into a new
n
credit ssystem, with
h banks operating threee balance sh
heets; a
traditional bank
king deposit s and loan book,
b
an on--balance sheeet shadow financf
b
and an
n off-balancce sheet financing book – the latter of which co
omprising book,
es unconsolidatted credit asssets. The aggregate sizze of these bbalance shee
ets has
wn dramaticcally since 2
2010, and now represen
nts 350 % oof GDP. From
m this,
grow
we estimate
e
thatt credit to G
GDP was aro
ound 270 % at
a the end oof 2015 - and
d growing rapidly.
r
Thiss new credit system is d
deeply groun
nded in prov
vincial Chin
na. The impo
ortance
of th
he Big Fourr banks has shrunk, witth the balan
nce of poweer shifting to
owards
provvincial based
d financial iinstitutions. Today Chiina’s bankin
ng system iss more
provvincially bassed than at aany point in
n the last 30
0 years. Morreover, this highly
leverraged system
m is tightly tied to the fate of the corporate / industrial sector.
Adju
usting for sh
hadow financcing, corporrate credit makes
m
up aroound 85 % of
o bank
cred
dit risk, leaviing the Chin
nese banking
g system verry exposed tto a slowing industrial sector.
To better
b
undersstand the evvolution of th
he Chinese banking
b
systtem, we und
dertook
a pro
oject where we assemblled Chinese bank
b
data frrom the botttom up, clossely examin
ning 100 ba
ank annual reports from
m 2008-15. This projecct ‘pulled ba
ack the
veil’ on the Chin
nese bankingg system, an
nd revealed that the cred
dit boom ha
as been
more profound than apprecciated. As of late 2016 this credit bboom is stilll ongoing.
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A brief history
Since ‘Opening Up’ in the early 1980s, banks have been central to the Chinese
development model, marshalling China’s savings and directing it though loans to
the industrial sector, property development, as well as funding investment. Prior
to 1993 this was under the ‘credit plan’, which was the key component of the
Government’s work plan for any given year. The purpose of the credit plan was
to ensure that financing was made available to fund the fixed asset investment
and the working capital needs of state owned enterprises.
The credit plan formulation was bottom-up, being formulated at the provincial
level, and working its way up to the PBOC in Beijing, and then to the State Planning Commission and the MOF. The credit plan was meant to act as a discipline
or constraint, but over time credit plan lending increasingly came to comprise
direct support for loss-making industrial enterprises and social infrastructure
which generated no return.
By the mid-1990s continued policy lending, as well as losses associated with
China’s first property boom in 1993/94, undermined the position of the banks.
These accumulated losses created the banking problems from 1998, which drove
the restructuring and reform of the banking system at the end of the 1990s. The
1990s reform involved the recapitalisation of the large four commercial banks,
the emergence of joint stock or shareholding banks, and the restructuring of the
urban and rural credit co-operatives into city and rural commercial banks. By
the time the Chinese economy took-off in 2003 this was the broad outline of the
Chinese banking system.
However, after the credit surge of 2009 in response to the GFC, a shadow system
emerged, which was paradoxically both inside and outside the formal banking
system. The emergence of a shadow financing system, with a plethora of new financial products and structures, has made formal analysis of the Chinese financial system increasingly difficult. Rapid financial innovation has meant that the
normal financial metrics of money supply and bank lending data no longer reflect or measure growth in monetary liabilities or broad credit.
In 2010, in response to emerging financial innovation, the PBOC developed the
concept of ‘total social financing’ (TSF), which added measures of entrusted
loans, trust loans and banker acceptance bills to loans to create a measure of
broad credit. However, since 2011/12 the Chinese financial system has developed further with the emergence of wealth management products (WMPs), issued by banks and third parties, which are not included in TSF.
As the Chinese financial system has embraced financial innovation post-2009,
the composition of the system has changed, with the balance of power shifting
away from the ‘Big Four’ commercial banks to the smaller joint stock banks
(JSBs), and city and rural commercial banks (CCBs). Moreover, this financial
shift has taken China back to the days of the credit plan, where the financial system is essentially based in the provinces. Today the financial system is more
provincial based that at any point in the last 20 years, but without the discipline
imposed by the central credit plan.
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Thiss radical evo
olution mean
ns that toda
ay the Chinese financial system is not
n well
undeerstood, with
h the shift in
n financial importance
i
from
f
the Bigg Four comm
mercial
bank
ks to the join
nt stock and
d city and ru
ural commerrcial banks, and from th
he centre in
n Beijing to the provincces making th
he system in
ncreasingly oopaque.

The
e banks tod
day
The period since
e 2010 has b
been characcterised by a shift in finaancial powe
er away
from
m the large banks.
b
Accorrding to the CBRC’s measure of dom
mestic bank
king assets,, today the Big
B Four ban
nks account for 38 % of the bankingg system’s assets
a
–
dow
wn from 51 % in 2009, an
nd 58 % in 2003.
2
The Big
B Four ban
nks have em
mployed
a co
onservative approach
a
too growth, particularly after
a
2010 w
where total assets
havee grown at a 10 % comp
pound rate. In contrastt, the growth
h rate of the
e other
com
mmercial ban
nks has averraged a full 10 percenta
age points h
higher than that of
the Big
B Four. Siince 2003 th
he share of joint
j
stock and
a city and
d rural comm
mercial
bank
ks has risen from 25 % oof banking assets,
a
to 44
4 % today. T
The fastest growing
segm
ment of the Chinese fin
nancial systtem is the city
c
commerrcial banks, which
havee grown asse
ets at a 26 % compound rate since 2003.
2

Beca
ause of this imbalance in the bank
king system, it is not ap
ppropriate to
t view
the banking sector as onee whole. Ou
ur approach
h is to separrate the Big
g Four
m the rest, which
w
allow
ws us a deep
per insight into
i
the ban
nking system
m, and
from
into the emergiing fragilitiees and vuln
nerabilities. The impacct of the eco
onomic
wdown is lik
kely to be m
more severee on the JSB
Bs and CCB
Bs due to a lack
l
of
slow
provvisioning an
nd capital bu
uffers.
The approach we
w have takeen is to undertake a surrvey of 100 bbanks from 200815, using
u
their published
p
an
nnual reportts. Additiona
ally, we inclu
ude the thre
ee policy banks. This has
h involved
d analysing the balance
e sheet, as w
well as referrencing
e accounts. While our survey cove
ers just over
er 2/3 of ba
anks by
the notes to the
mber, it coverrs 85 % of th
he system by
y assets.
num
Our survey of 100
1
banks aallows us to critically re
eview the offficial measu
ures of
cred
dit, bank liabilities and
d bank assetts, and arriv
ve at our oown alternatte estimatees.
Therre are three official meaasures of the Chinese fin
nancial systeem:
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 Total social financing (TSF), published monthly by the PBOC, which is a
measure of broad credit.
 Banking assets, published monthly by the CBRC, which breaks out banking
system assets in the large commercial banks, the joint stock banks, the city
commercial banks, the rural commercial banks and other financial institutions.
 The depository corporation survey, published monthly by the PBOC, which
provides a breakdown of depository corporation assets, using definitions consistent with BIS measures.

The challenge which faces attempts to measure both the stock and growth of
credit in China since 2010 is the rise in importance of shadow financing.
While shadow financing is seen as distinct from the banks, in China the
shadow system is operated by the banks, and incorporates both on and off
balance sheet debt. Most observers have until recently ignored this shadow
debt, and focus solely on loans and deposits.
In our view it is the combination of CBRC’s banking asset survey and the PBOC’s
depository corporation survey which provides the best insight into the Chinese
financial system. However, such has been the extent of financial innovation in
China over the last decade that fitting the Chinese system into BIS definitions is
akin to fitting a square peg into a round hole. Getting the actual data to fit has
distorted the underlying meaning of the data.
This is the first time in Asia that we have seen such intensive use of shadow financing structures. In Thailand and Malaysia in 1997, credit risk was concentrated in the finance companies, which although non-banks, the finance company balance sheet, loans and deposits were transparent, while aggregate loans
and deposits were reported monthly by the central bank. In Korea the trust accounts of the banks represented an attempt at regulatory arbitrage, and offered
higher interest rates, but nonetheless had transparent accounts. Bank annual
reports comprised the balance sheets of both the banking and trust accounts.
In contrast, what has evolved in China much more clearly represents a shadow
financing system, and remains surprisingly secretive. The motivation behind the
emergence of a shadow system is clearly regulatory arbitrage, and is in response
to continuing high reserve requirement ratios, loan quotas, and the standard
capital and provision requirements. Yan Qingman and the late Li Jianhua (2016,
loc 1006), in their review of shadow financing in China note that ‘[c]ommercial
banks’ active disintermediation implies that commercial banks are not satisfied
with on-balance sheet business. They have a desire beyond what regulations allow, so they engage in regulatory arbitrage’.
But opaqueness itself is also a motivation. Yan and Li noted that “China’s shadow banking is more secretive than in Western countries. Systemic risk arises because central banks cannot monitor them, and the lender of last resort cannot
provide aid on time” (2016, loc 1089). This secrecy is endemic in the Chinese financial system, and inhibits the ability of outside observers – and possibly regulators themselves – to assess underlying financial stability risks.
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The ‘three balance sheet’ system
China banks’ increased reliance on shadow banking has seen emergence of effectively three independent balance sheets within one bank:
 The banking balance sheet, comprising loans and deposits
 The on-balance sheet shadow financing book
 The off-balance sheet shadow financing book

Identifying each of these different balance sheets requires careful reading of
each bank’s annual report, both the balance sheet and notes to the accounts.
Chinese reporting standards have recently been strengthened to require
more disclosure around off-balance sheet vehicles.
Balance sheet (ii) comprises debt classified as receivables (1) as well as financial
structures such as (2) – the other investment assets. Balance sheet (iii) comprises unconsolidated assets reported in the notes of the annual report and offbalance sheet items such as entrusted loans and credit commitments.

Balance sheet (ii) – Debt classified as receivables
The challenge with looking at the Chinese banking system is that rather than
having loans and deposits, it has evolved into a collection of SPVs, and as the
size and number of SPVs continues to grow, where the SPV resides – and how it
resides – becomes increasingly critical in assessing risk, both at the bank level,
and the financial system itself.
Gorton and Soulesles (2006, p.530) noted in their work on shadow financing
that the key test with Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) is whether “these vehicles
truly satisfy the legal and accounting requirements to be off-balance sheet”.
Moreover, the “difficultly lies in the distinction between formal contracts (which
are subject to accounting and regulator rules) and ‘relational’ or ‘implicit’ contracts” (p 530). In China, relational and implicit contracts assume the greatest
importance.
In China the off balance sheet entities or SPVs are partially consolidated depending on the bank’s maximum exposure to the entity. This is an attempt to
measure the relational or implicit contract. While the data for underlying sizes of
the SPVs are usually unavailable, the “maximum exposure of loss” to the SPVs is
consolidated to the balance sheet. In other words, only the equity investment
amounts in the SPVs are consolidated into the banks’ balance sheet – titled as
their “maximum exposure to unconsolidated assets”. In most cases, banks do
not report the full size of the structured entities, another area where we cannot
obtain information to determine the true size of the shadow banking system in
China.
The ‘maximum exposures’ to the SPVs are consolidated into balance sheet items.
The overall accounting treatment, though, is ambiguous. It appears that the ‘carry cost’ represents ‘an asset’, and appears on the asset side as a debt receivable
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(the notes to the accounts link the debt receivable to the carrying cost), even
though it is more easily thought of as a liability of the bank (a risk obligation that
the bank will be held accountable for). Moreover, the investors in this SPV will
most likely already be a depositor at the bank, and have bought the product
through a bank branch. Instead on the liability side, the counterpart to the carry
value or maximum appears to be recorded as a claim of an ‘other financial institution’, which is the SPV itself.
It is also important to note that whilst most of the maximum exposures are consolidated in the balance sheet item – debt securities classified as receivables they can also be found in other investment categories in the balance sheet.

Balance sheet (iii) – Unconsolidated assets
Of growing importance, however, is balance sheet (iii), which represents the fully off-balance sheet shadow financing book. We have identified three major
parts of unconsolidated assets present in bank annual reports – unconsolidated
structured entities, entrusted loans, and credit commitments. These items are
separate from the assets in the consolidated structured entities.
In March 2014, banks in China adopted CAS 37 – a new accounting standard.
Starting from the 2014 annual report, banks are now required to disclose interests in other entities – which are displayed in the footnotes of the annual report.
Unconsolidated structured entities mainly provide shadow banking through
non-principal guaranteed WMPs and investment funds sponsored by the group.
The difference with the consolidated structured entity is; whether the WMPs issued are principal guaranteed or non-principal guaranteed. Non-principal guaranteed WMPs are not consolidated in the balance sheet as the banks theoretically do not have credit risks against these assets.
However in practice, the unconsolidated assets do pose a credit risk to the
banks. The risks are stated in the risk factor section of various prospectuses. This
is consistent with the argument by Gorton (2015, p.31): ‘Although not legally required, issuers [sponsors] may feel compelled to support a securitisation and absorb credit risk beyond the residual exposure. In effect, there is moral recourse
since failure to support the securitisation may impair future access to the capital
markets’ (Gorton and Pennacchi (1989) cited in Gorton (2015)).
Other unconsolidated credit activities are fiduciary activities by the banks, with
entrusted loans by banks replicating a loan by acting as the agent between two
parties. The bank charges a fee as an agent, but the entrusted loans are not consolidated in the balance sheet as the banks assert that the credit risk remains
with the trustors. Banks have pushed these loans off the balance sheet by denying the credit risk of the loans.
We also follow the off-balance sheet credit commitments. Out of the four items
in the off-balance sheet credit commitments, we consider banker’s acceptances
and letters of credit as credit assets. There have been increasing reports of banker’s acceptances being used as a credit source due to loose regulations. For exFirst International Conference of Councils on Economic Policy
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amp
ple, two partiies trade a fi
fictitious asset and then repurchase to each othe
er – no
asset changes ass a result bu
ut a receipt is created forr the trade. These receip
pts can
b
accceptance.
be used to obtain cash in thee form of a banker’s
To avoid
a
over-sttatement, w
we do not incclude guaran
ntees and crredit commitments
in ou
ur calculatio
ons of broad
d credit. Ho
owever, thesse off-balancce sheet item
ms still
reprresent risk fo
or the bankks, as a num
mber of bank
ks have ackn
nowledged in their
listin
ng prospectu
uses. In the Korean ban
nking crisis in 1997, guaarantees ended up
as beeing a majorr of credit exxposure and
d losses for th
he Korean bbanks.

Sha
adow finan
ncing as reegulatory arbitrage
a
Chin
na banks’ reliance on sh
hadow bank
king has rapiidly expandeed in recentt years.
As shadow
s
bank
king is perfo
formed outside the regu
ular bankingg system, th
hey are
not restricted by capital an
nd provision
ning require
ements. Reseerve require
ements
o
on standard baank depositts, but are not
n levied on
n shadow banking
are onerous
Shad
dow banking allows moore flexible lending by
y avoiding rregulatory re
equiremen
nts, as they are
a not subjeect to loan quotas.
q
Regu
ulations on leending to prroperty
can be
b evaded by
b use of shaadow structures, while lending by SSPV also op
pens up
the capacity to
o conduct eextended ‘ev
ver greening’ of bad lloans, partiicularly
pal guaranteeed WMPs. These
T
are all examples oof regulatorry arbithrough princip
dermine thee stability of the Chinesee financial sy
ystem.
tragee, which colllectively und
The use of the shadow boook to manag
ge capital re
equirementss is evident in the
bank
ks’ accounts. In 2013 the China
a Banking and Regulaatory Comm
mission
(CBR
RC) adopted
d Basel III risk-based capital reg
gulations, tigghtening ra
atio requirements. The
e minimum tier 1 capita
al ratio went up from 4 .0 % to 6.0 %, and
quacy ratio climbed fro
om 8.0 % to
o 11.5 %. Typ
pical loans have a
the capital adeq
o 100 %, bu
ut the risk weighting
w
can
n be lowereed through shadow
s
risk weighting of
bank
king. The usse of shadow
w banking allowed
a
bank
ks to expand
d their loans without pressuring
p
the
t capital aadequacy rattio. Across th
he system, oonce shadow
w loans
are recognised
r
as
a credit asseets, capital ratios
r
declin
ne sharply.
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Shad
dow banking has also b
been usefull to avoid th
he loans to deposits ra
atio requirements. Un
ntil October 2015, bank
ks’ loans to deposit rattio was cap
pped at
% Growth in
n customer d
deposits hav
ve been slow
w, therefore many bankss chose
75 %.
to ex
xpand their loans throu
ugh shadow banking as they were n
not able to expand
e
convventional loa
ans. It is noot clear, thou
ugh, whethe
er banks havve activity diverted
depo
osits toward
ds the shadoow system, or whether the custom
mers have na
aturally
migrrated to the shadow systtem.

Cred
dit assets and shadoow bankin
ng: The acttual data
The most impo
ortant task iis to arrive at an estim
mate of the size of the banks’
shad
dow financin
ng assets. W
We do not ha
ave the data to measure the whole shadow
s
systeem, but using the bankks’ annual reports
r
we can
c identifyy the extent of the
bank
ks’ interactio
ons with thee shadow sy
ystem, or mo
ore particulaarly the size
e of the
three balance sh
heets we outtlined abovee. This allows us to arrivve at an estim
mate of
ad credit.
broa
The key shadow
w banking asssets that can
n be identifie
ed are:
Inve
estments excluding
e
governme
ent bonds. This comprrises debt receivables and other investment
i
aassets, exclu
uding govern
nment bond
ds and policcy bank
bond
ds. There is a marked d
difference in
n the behavio
our of the B
Big Four ban
nks and
the rest.
r
Outsid
de of the Bigg Four bank
ks, investme
ents and debbt receivable
es now
reprresent 35 % of
o reported oon-balance sheet assetss. In our sam
mple, excluding the
policcy banks, in
nvestment aand debt recceivables are estimated
d to be Y35.1tn for
2015
5, against loa
ans of Y68tn
n. The majority of the grrowth over tthe last three years
has come from balance
b
sheeet item ‘Deb
bt securitiess classified aas receivable
es’. For
e
Four banks, this now represeents 18 % of on-balance sheet assetss.
the ex-Big

We classify
c
inve
estment and
d debt receiv
vables as cre
edit assets. T
These instru
uments
provvide credit to
o the econom
my and even
ntually are risk
r assets too the banks.. Banks
ackn
nowledge the
e risks of theese items ass shown in th
heir prospecctuses. These
e items
are mentioned
m
in
i the ‘Risk factors’ secttion of the prospectus
p
w
where the po
otential
loss is explained
d in detail.
Off--balance Sheet
S
Cred
dit Commitment – The off-ballance sheet credit
com
mmitment co
ontains four items: Banker’s accepttances, letteers of credit,, credit
com
mmitments, and
a guaranttees. The tottal off-balan
nce sheet crredit commitments
are over 20 % of
o the assetts for ex-Big
g Four bank
ks. Howeverr, we only include
i
ker’s accepta
ances and leetters of cred
dit to be a pa
art of the sh
hadow banking sysbank
tem.. We do not include guaarantees and
d credit com
mmitments in
nto our calcu
ulation
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of crredit assets (although tthis is deba
ateable given the experrience of Ko
orea in
1997
7).

Unc
consolidate
ed assets – Out of our sample of 100 banks, 665 banks rep
port the
amo
ount of unco
onsolidated assets, whiich they holld off-balan
nce sheet. In
n 2015,
unco
onsolidated assets are esstimated to show aroun
nd a total of Y
Y27tn of asssets, up
from
m Y18.6tn in
n 2014. In 2
2015, uncon
nsolidated ha
ave grown rrapidly, expanding
41 % for the Big
g Four and 552 % for the ex-Big Fourr Banks. Forr the latter, unconu
solid
dated assets now repressents around
d 30 % of their reported
d assets. Uncconsolidateed assets ma
ainly comprrise of non-p
principal gua
aranteed WM
MPs and enttrusted
loan
ns. In additio
on, a few ban
nks also spo
onsor AMPs and investm
ment funds.
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The three itemss - debt receeivables, BAss and LCs and unconsoolidated asse
ets represen
nt our estim
mate for shaadow loans. Outside of the Big Fou
ur banks, ou
ur estimateed shadow loans are n
now larger than the co
onventional bank loanss, with
shad
dow loans be
eing equivallent to 140 % of their co
onventional loans. In co
ontrast,
for the
t Big Fou
ur banks shaadow loans are equiva
alent to justt 36 % of re
eported
loan
ns. Outside of
o the big-fo
four banks, conventiona
al loans aree falling in significancce, declining
g to 44 % of aassets.

Thro
ough shadow
w banking in
nstruments, banks successfully exp
panded crediit without violating
v
the
e regulatoryy capital req
quirements. Taking
T
a sim
mple tier on
ne capital to
o assets ratiio, the Big F
Four banks had a ratio of 7.4 % agaainst 6.2 % for the
rest.. However, once
o
this rattio is adjustted for unconsolidated aassets, the tier one
to assset ratio forr the smalleer banks beccomes as low
w as 4.4 %. T
This would decline
d
furth
her once und
der-provisiooning is takeen into accou
unt.
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Leverage and Liquidity
Giveen the backd
drop of the llack of capittal and provisions, the qquestion is how
h
we
think
k about leve
erage and liq
quidity. The metric we have
h
arrived
d at is a mea
asure of
cred
dit assets to deposits. Crredit assets include loa
ans and shad
dow loans; that
t
is,
investment and debt receiva
vables, BAs and
a LCs, as well as uncoonsolidated assets.
oking at creedit assets to
t deposits is to identiffy how dependent
The point of loo
bank
ks are on non-deposit liaabilities, priincipally WM
MPs and shoort term pap
per. For
the Big
B Four ba
anks credit aassets to deposits in 20
015 reached 104 %, up significanttly from 80 % in 2010, but still a conservative
c
e number. In
n contrast, for the
otheer bank the ratio
r
reached
d 180 % in 2015,
2
up from
m 121 % in 22010. This shows a
conccerning relia
ance on shorrt-term non--deposit funding.
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Growth in China’s bankking sector and credit expansioon
Chin
na’s banking
g sector hass expanded rapidly in recent yearrs. Reported
d asset
grow
wth for ex-B
Big Four ban
nks is 16.7 % in 2015. However,
H
if th
the unconsolidated
assets are inclu
uded, the assset growth becomes 20
0 %. Outsid
de of the Big Four
ks, once uncconsolidated
d assets are included, the annual ggrowth in to
otal asbank
sets has exceede
ed 20 % eveery year sincce 2008. Th
he Big Four banks have
e maintaineed a steady and conserrvative grow
wth rate, butt the ex-Bigg Four bank
ks have
grow
wn aggressiv
vely through
h shadow ban
nking.

We have
h
attemp
pted to recooncile the ba
anks’ balancce sheet datta we have assembled
d with the offficial measu
ures of bankss assets and credit.
The total on-ballance sheet assets of thee 103 banks in our survvey – including the
policcy banks – amounted
a
too Y170tn forr 2015. Our sample
s
reprresents 85 % of the
bank
king system
m reported b
by the CBRC
C and PBOC
C, and this ratio is con
nsistent
acro
oss the vario
ous compon
nents. For th
his reason we
w take 0.855 as the div
visor to
movve from our sample
s
to an
n estimate of
o total assetts and liabiliities, as welll as the
com
mponents.
Usin
ng this divissor, our estiimate of ba
anking secto
or assets in 2014 and 2015
2
is
Y174
4tn and Y19
99tn, in linee with the PBOC
P
depossitory corpooration totall assets
mea
asure of Y172
2tn and Y199
9tn respectiively. If we include off-bbalance shee
et credit assets, which as noted wee define as co
omprising BAs
B and LCss, as well as unconu
dated assetss, the size off the bankin
ng system rises
r
to Y2455tn – or 36
60 % of
solid
GDP
P.
Wha
at we are ulttimately inteerested in, though,
t
is crredit risk. Th
The benchma
ark has
been
n the deposiitory corporration survey, published
d by the PB
BOC. Balance
e sheet
(ii) – the on-ballance sheet shadow fina
ancing book
k - is consisttent with wh
hat the
PBO
OC reports on the asset side as claim
ms on otherr financial an
nd deposito
ory corpora
ations, and on
o the liabillity side as deposits
d
of other
o
financcial and depository
corp
porations. While
W
these ittems are usually seen as
a interbankk assets and liabili-
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ties, we believe this only rep
presents a small
s
portion
n of the totaal amount (a
around
Y6tn
n out of Y50ttn).

Bala
ance sheet (iiii) – the offf-balance sh
heet shadow financing bbook - does not
n appearr in any of th
he official PB
BOC data, an
nd remains the ‘secret’ bbalance shee
et, outside of the once--a-year Annu
ual Report, which our project
p
has foocused on.
Depository CorpoThe conclusion is that our b
bank databa
ase reconcile
es with the D
ratio
on (DC) surv
vey data. Th
he best mon
nthly proxy for credit in
n balance sh
heet (i)
and balance she
eet (ii) is thee measure of
o loans pluss gross claim
ms on OFI. This is
whatt we regard as broad creedit, althoug
gh it excludes off-balan
nce sheet asssets. As
seen
n in the charrt below, groowth in broa
ad credit hass grown rapiidly over 20
015 and
2016
6.

Sourrce: Wigram Capital Advissors & CEIC
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We estimate tha
at credit to GDP ended
d 2015 at around 270 % of GDP – higher
n most estim
mates. The kkey to this co
onclusion is the significcance of the size of
than
the off-balance
o
sheet uncon
nsolidated assets.
a
We have
h
also com
me up with
h a new
mea
asure of bank
k liquidity, w
which we terrm broad credit to depoosit ratio. Th
his is in
ordeer to identify
fy banks’ inccreased relia
ance on sho
ort-term pap
per. This ratio has
risen
n from 103 % in 2010 too 147 % in 20
015.

The other key takeaway
t
froom this pro
oject is how
w inter-conn
nected the banking
b
systeem is with th
he industriaal sector. Inccluding the other
o
forms oof non-loan credit,
expo
osure to the corporate seector repressents 85 % of
o total crediit. In Asia, th
he only
econ
nomy where we have seeen such high
h ratios was in Korea in the mid-199
90s. As
such
h, the ongoiing corporatte slowdown
n poses a siignificant riisk to the banking
b
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secto
or. The expa
anding shad
dow banking
g system hass in effect in
ncreased the banks’
expo
osure to the industrial d
downturn.

Slow
wing revenue
e growth hass gone hand
d in hand with deterioraating workin
ng capital indicators.
i
The
T
median
n accounts receivable days
d
of listted compan
nies increased drastica
ally to 92 dayys, leading to
t the increa
ase in mediaan cash conv
version
ys in 2Q 201 6. Weak wo
orking capita
al indicatorss represent a rising
cyclee to 130 day
risk for Chinese banks.

Desp
pite the sharrp expansion
n in credit in
n 2015, Chin
na’s econom
my has contin
nued to
slow
w. Real GDP
P growth in
n 2016 has been trackiing at 6.7 % YOY, the lowest
grow
wth rate sincce 2001. Doownside risk
ks continue to accumulaate, and the
e banks
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are poorly positioned to cope with an environment of deteriorating asset quality.
The challenge for China is how to deleverage and return the banks to a sustainable position, while maintaining growth.
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Peter Bofinger
Germaan Council off Economic Experts
Bofinger (GC
CEE) provide
es an assesssment
Peter B
of the ttransformatiion process that has enggulfed
the Chiinese econom
my througho
out the last yyears.
In addiition, he discusses the various
v
impliications th
his transform
mation has on
o the rest oof the
world eeconomy.

CHIN
NA: NE
EW NO
ORMALL OR OLD
O AB
BNORM
MAL?

1

How
w normal iss the „new
w normal“?
?
Num
merous indiccators signall that China
a is in the midst
m
of a diifficult tran
nsformattion proce
ess. Econom
mic growth – which ha
ad been in double dig
gits for
yearrs – has slow
wed considerrably, as hav
ve advances in productiivity. Consid
derable
exceess capacity has
h develop
ped in majorr industrial sectors,
s
and the corpora
ate sector has
h accumullated worryi ngly high levels of debt in relation tto GDP. Moreover,
Chin
na's private investment growth slow
wed conside
erably in thee first half of 2016,
whille foreign tra
ade (in US d
dollars) is deeclining. The
e financial s ector is marrked by
a gro
owing shado
ow banking ssystem. Stocck prices tem
mporarily toook some sha
arp declinees and the fo
oreign exchaange reservees of China'ss central ban
ank have deccreased
by one fifth from
m the June 2
2014 high.
i all, China's state-reggulated tran
nsition to a “new norrmal”, as Chinese
C
All in
pressident Xi Jiinping referrs to the current
c
pha
ase with coonsiderably slower
grow
wth, is accom
mpanied byy fundamenttal structura
al changes, which could have
more serious rep
percussions for the glob
bal economy
y and thus allso for Germ
many.

Pressent growtth model n
not viable for
f the future
Chin
na's econom
mic growth
h has sloweed considera
ably in the rrecent past.. While
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 The extraordinarily sharp rise in lending volume relative to economic
output is a threat to financial system stability.
 Moreover, the increasing efforts to reduce pollution are negatively impacting economic growth.
The “Great Recession” of 2008/09 and the softer demand that ensued in advanced economies forced China to shift its focus from heavily export-driven
growth to primarily domestic growth.  CHART 1 LEFT This was accomplished by
heavily increasing capital formation, above all in the basic materials industry,
residential construction and infrastructure. The country's investment ratio,
which was already high, thus rose further still, and remains – at a current 43 % –
very high by international standards, despite a slight decrease since 2013.
 CHART 1 RIGHT This is also true when comparing it with investment ratios
achieved by other countries in earlier stages of their growth processes.
The strong increase in past years in investments in real estate and the basic materials industry above all took a great toll on the Chinese economy's efficiency.
Whereas it took three renminbi of investment capital to generate one additional
renminbi of GDP in 2007, it took six in 2015; the incremental capital output ratio (ICOR) has thus risen markedly. As a result, the contribution of total factor
productivity (TFP) to growth has declined. No further rise in TFP at all was noted for 2013 or 2014 (Garnaut, 2016).
The problems of the primarily investment-driven growth can be seen in the substantial excess capacity in important industrial sectors, particularly the steel
industry (raw steel), where production capacity was expanded by 77 % in the period from 2008 to 2014 (European Union Chamber of Commerce in China,
2016).  CHART 2 LEFT There are considerable problems, especially in the real estate sector. Although brisk housing demand continues in Beijing and Shang-

 CHART 1

Components of China's GDP and comparison of investment ratios across countries
Investment ratios of selected countries in 20151
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 CHART 2

Capacity utilisation and inventory ratio for real estate in China
Capacity utilisation (raw materials
industries)

Residential1 real estate inventory ratio
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hai, a large stock of unsold properties has accumulated in the economically
weaker cities (Tier III and Tier IV cities).  CHART 2 RIGHT
The share of private consumption in aggregate demand is unusually low.
Despite a very high saving ratio of private households by international standards, the increase in final consumption expenditure lagged behind overall economic growth in the boom years. Chinese household consumption's share of
GDP, which still stood at around 45 % in the 1990s, has decreased considerably
in the past decade. At the latest figure of around 37 %, it lags far behind that of
other emerging markets and almost all highly developed economies.  CHART 3 LEFT
The low propensity to consume is reflected in a low share of the service sector in
aggregate value added in an international comparison.
In addition to a one-sided focus on capital formation, China's growth is characterised by unusually high lending growth on an international scale.  CHART 4
LEFT With total debt of some 250 % of GDP, China is among the particularly highly indebted countries  CHART 3 RIGHT compared to others at similar levels of development.  CHART 4 RIGHT The credit-to-GDP gap calculated by the Bank for International Settlements (2016) is, at 30.1, significantly higher than the threshold
value of 10 used as an early warning indicator for financial crises.
Private sector debt has increased, to shadow banks in particular. These were
established mainly by banks, with the aim of circumventing deposit rate ceilings
and regulatory requirements. Investor confidence in shadow bank products is
likely based above all on the assumption that as the large state-owned banks are
very active in this area, the government would offer a bailout in the event of a
crisis (Dang et al., 2015).
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 CHART 3

Private consumption and total credit non financial sector in selected countries
Private consumption1 (1950 to 2014)
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The shadow banks are in turn an important funding source for local government financing vehicles (LGFVs), with which local governments can avoid
the prescribed debt ceilings. The dramatic growth of this form of debt can be
traced back to the Chinese government's strategy after the worldwide economic
crisis in 2008. It attempted – quite successfully in principle – to overcome the
global recession and resulting global economic slowdown by means of increased
public investment. The central government, however, was not prepared to take
primary charge of executing such projects itself and funding them accordingly
via bonds. Instead, it left execution up to local governments, which could only
raise funds by taking out loans and issuing securities via special purpose vehicles. The Chinese government is reforming the financing of local governments
since 2014.
Other weaknesses in the Chinese economy include the persistently large share of
state-owned enterprises (SOEs), which generate around 20 % of industry
revenues. State-owned conglomerates constitute 45 of the top 50 companies in
terms of revenue. SOEs dominate primarily in the service sector. They generate
revenue contributions of over 60 % in the postal and telecommunications sector
as well as in architecture and engineering services. Restraints on competition
protect numerous areas of the economy and enable monopoly or oligopoly rents
(OECD, 2015).
SOEs are, on average, less profitable than private enterprises, but have higher
levels of debt. According to calculations by the Unirule Institute of Economics
(2015) based on around 18,000 state-owned enterprises and 335,000 private
companies, the return on assets of SOEs is negative across the board once state
subsidies are factored out. Likely reasons for their low profitability lie in the lack
of competition and poor governance of these businesses, along with the provision of public goods and social welfare.
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 CHART 4

Debt and bank deposits in China
International comparison of debt in 2015
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The Chinese economy is characterised by the state's strong influence on economic processes by way of its highly interventionist industrial policy. This is particularly evident in the great political importance of the five-year plans. These
are no longer to be understood as plans in the sense of production control in a
planned economy. Nevertheless, the 13th Five-Year Plan published in March
2016 for 2016 to 2020 contains very specific and detailed projects in the areas of
infrastructure and technological innovation. For example, the plan comprises no
fewer than 75 priority areas of technology for which specific technologies and
products are named. China has more than 780 state-backed investment funds
with which to achieve these targets, of which as many as 300 were formed in
2015 alone.
The prominent role of the state in the economic process should be viewed
against the backdrop of a political system dominated by the Communist Party. The system therefore lacks the democratic legitimation and control of political decision-making processes. Shambaugh (2016) describes China's current political model as “hard authoritarianism”. In this environment, both state-owned
and private enterprises depend on good relations with the state apparatus in order to gain access to state-generated rents. The state's influence thus extends far
beyond SOEs (Milhaupt and Zheng, 2016).

Will the transformation succeed?
The necessity of a transformation in the Chinese economy has long been under
discussion. As far back as 2007, the then prime minister Wen Jiabao described
Chinese economic growth as “unstable, unbalanced, uncoordinated and unsustainable”. Market-oriented economic reforms were called for at the third Plenary
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Session of the 18th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CPC)
in the autumn of 2013. The 13th Five-Year Plan published in March 2016 once
again focuses on efforts to reduce the importance of heavy industry and investment, instead promoting services, innovation, environmental protection and the
social security network. The plan attaches great importance to “supply-side
economics”, which for China means first and foremost measures to eliminate
excess capacity in the industrial and real estate sectors.
However, the fundamental problem with the quite ambitious Five-Year Plan is
that the government is unwilling to question its strong role in the economic
process. For Kennedy and Johnson (2016), this is reflected in particular in the
detailed requirements on technological innovation. The Chinese government
targets SOEs to this end, encouraging them as “national champions” to bolster
China's technological base and global position (Kroeber, 2016). Chinese President Xi recently highlighted the fact that the party’s leadership in state-owned
enterprises is a major political principle, and that that principle must be insisted
on (New York Times, 2016).
In addition to the central government, the pending transformation measures also depend greatly on decision-makers at provincial and local level. China is
anything but a monolith. In fact the country has five administrative divisions,
with 31 provinces and autonomous regions, 334 prefectures, 2,852 counties and
around 47,000 townships and villages.
The local governments have proved a major stumbling block for comprehensive
reforms. They control the state-owned enterprises (SOEs) at this level and have
their own local state banks. Their fundamental problem is that they are completely underfunded for the tasks they have been assigned. They are responsible for 80 % of public spending, but only receive 40 % of tax revenues (Lo,
2015).
According to calculations by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), local governments have been reporting a deficit of around 5 % of GDP for years.  CHART 5
LEFT In the past they funded this deficit through indirect loans via special purpose
vehicles or from the proceeds from leasing land. Around a fifth of the income of
local governments has come from these sources in recent years. The problem
with regular income at county level is that a large share of it comes from taxes
levied from local businesses. The revenue from value-added tax and income tax
is much lower.
There is considerable resistance to fundamental reforms at local government level, primarily due to the insufficient funding. Given the high dependency
on income from leasing land, local governments are keen to continue to heavily
promote construction and property purchases.  CHART 6 Moreover, the great importance of income from the taxation of local businesses means that the local
governments do all they can to keep SOEs afloat. The state-owned local banks
are a key tool in this regard, granting the businesses a soft budget constraint,
as was evident during the years of the country's planned economy. Woo (2016)
sees this as an important explanation for the high levels of excess capacity in
heavy industry.
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 CHART 5

Augmented public balance in China and international comparison of monthly wages
Average monthly wage in 20146
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The lack of willingness of local governments to close unprofitable businesses is
not least due to the fact that local officials are assessed based on the economic
growth generated in their region, which is often easiest to achieve by way of
loan-financed investments. The quality of the growth plays a secondary role here
(Milhaupt and Zheng, 2016).
In addition, these incentive mechanisms and the insufficient funding for local
governments result in local protectionism (European Union Chamber of
Commerce, 2016a). The European Chamber of Commerce in China therefore asserts that China does not have a real single internal market, but rather a patchwork of regional markets with very specific and often informal trade and investment barriers.
In addition to the problem of implementing structural reforms in a quasi-federal
system, there is the question of the extent to which consumption can even compensate for a decrease in the investment ratio without resulting in a noticeable
slump in growth. A notable reduction in the investment ratio requires disproportionately strong growth in private and state consumption. If the
government is to achieve its target annual growth rate of more than 6.5 % by
2020, a hypothetical decrease in the proportion of gross capital formation to
GDP to 40 % would need – in terms of figures – an increase in the average consumption ratio to around 57 % in 2020. Consumption would therefore have to
increase by about 9 % every year for the next few years, whereas investment
could not increase by more than around 3.5 % annually (Wang and Zhou, 2016).
An expansion of this scale in private consumption would require a combination
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 CHART 6

Revenue from land-right sales in % of sub-national fiscal revenues (2013)
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of very high wage increases and a reduction of the private households' saving ratio.
 Real wages in China have risen substantially in recent years compared to other countries, putting its wage level far above that of other emerging markets
in the Asia-Pacific.  CHART 5 RIGHT Attempting to expand private consumption
even further than GDP through significant wage increases would not be without consequences for China's international competitiveness.
 Private consumption could also be boosted through an improved social security network. This would reduce the need for retirement saving, which is
particularly high in China given its demographic change shaped by the onechild policy. China is a long way behind middle-income countries (such as
Russia and South Africa) in terms of spending on healthcare, education and
social security in relation to GDP.
Higher government spending could be financed through a reform of the tax
system (Lam and Wingender, 2015) The system is currently heavily dependent
on value-added tax and social security contributions, with income tax playing a
comparatively small role. The tax system provides few redistributive effects. The
Gini coefficient of market income is almost identical to that of household income
(Zhang, 2016). Improving the progressivity of income tax, including services in
value-added tax, and introducing a property tax and an environmental tax would
significantly boost revenue for better state services according to Lam and
Wingender (2015).
The transition of the Chinese economy is likely to be a very drawn-out process based on previous experience. Naughton (2016) concludes that the economic reforms announced in November 2013 have failed to transform China into
more of a market economy. Fears of negative short-term effects on economic
growth have blocked the implementation of key reforms and actually further increased state influence over the economy.
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The new normal: Kicking the can down the road
This conclusion has been substantiated by the developments seen in 2016.
The increase in private investment in the first eight months of 2016 was unusually low, which likely reflects the high uncertainty surrounding the country's
economic prospects. Public investment was quickly expanded to counterbalance this. The increase was primarily attributable to an expansion of infrastructure projects and public-private partnerships for local and central government,
but also dates back to a reclassification of non-state owned enterprises to SOEs
in January 2016.  CHART 7 LEFT
Again, this additional public demand was debt-financed. This means that the
credit volume once again rose stronger than nominal GDP.  CHART 7 RIGHT It is
thus clear that aspiring to achieve growth objectives at any price does not solve
the fundamental problems of the Chinese economy, but instead continues to
postpone them.
The Chinese economy is therefore facing a difficult challenge. The government's target growth by 2020 is more than 6.5 % annually. If the saving and investment ratios remain high, it is likely that the disparity between production
capacity and consumer demand will continue to grow and productivity will develop even more unfavourably than it has done to date (Wang and Zhou, 2016).
However, if high growth rates are to continue, a declining investment ratio will
require a significant increase in productivity.
Shambaugh (2016) sees the problem here that the political and social systems
might not be open enough to promote the creativity and innovation processes necessary for national economies to succeed in the 21st century. This applies in particular to schools and universities, where critical thinking is often
undesired.
 CHART 7

Growth of fixed asset investments and credit volume in China
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China has become a brake for global trade
Further development in China is accompanied by considerable uncertainty
for the global economy. This applies to the effects of the scarcely increasing trade
with the rest of the world, particularly for commodity-exporting countries and
the Asian region.
For the real economy the developments in China translated primarily into a
marked decline in the current account balance for the world economy, initiated by the sharp fall in exports in 2009. While a record surplus of 10.0 % of
GDP was achieved in 2007, 2015 saw a mere 2.7 %. This reflects the transition
from what had been heavily export-driven growth to growth driven by the domestic market.
However, the demand effects emanating from this adjustment process for the
world economy also have gradually diminished. Growth in real exports and imports of goods and services has lagged considerably behind the growth of the
Chinese economy in the past two years. Exports actually declined in 2015. This
has consequently resulted in a decoupling of foreign trade and economic
growth in China. Asian countries and those exporting commodities have been
the most affected.  CHART 8 LEFT
The weak foreign trade is likely due in part to the decrease in industry's contribution to GDP and the concurrent rise in that of the service sector. Import intensity, i.e. the import propensity of final demand, at 15 % for private consumption, is lower than for gross capital formation (24 %) or exports (23 %).
Another explanation could be that China aspires to use more domestic intermediate goods in production. Calculations by the Organisation for Economic Co CHART 8

Foreign trade and economic growth in China
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operation and Development (OECD, 2016) show that the share of imported intermediate goods in Chinese exports has declined since 2005 .  CHART 8 RIGHT
Thus a renationalisation of production is taking place, along with a move
up the value chain.
Moreover, significant barriers to export persist with respect to China. China
levies average customs duties of around 10 % on German products. However, the
duty is considerably higher on some product categories. Import duties on cars
and automotive products range between 19 % and 25 %, and on food (wine and
wheat) climb as high as 65 %. In addition to tariff barriers to trade, government
regulations and legal uncertainty are further major obstacles to trade with China. In a survey by the German Chamber of Commerce in China (2015), approximately 60 % of European companies in China rate protectionism and legal uncertainty as the major risks in that country.
Consequently, there is only partial truth in the statement that China is the
world's major growth engine. While China continues to drive global growth
to a very large extent, the declining export and import volumes posted in 2015
and the feeble increases for 2016 mean that China's trading partners will experience only limited positive effects from the still high growth levels in that country.

Export market China: losing momentum
As the world's second-largest economy and most populous country, China has
served the German economy as a rapidly expanding sales market for many years.
 CHART 9 LEFT However, momentum has slowed considerably in recent years.
German exports to China declined in 2015 for the first time. The decoupling of
China's economic growth from its foreign trade trajectory, which can be seen at
global level, is thus affecting Germany.  CHART 8 LEFT
China's investment-driven growth and rising standard of living have had particularly positive effects on German exports. In 2014, motor vehicles and various
types of machinery as well as measuring, testing and control instruments comprised more than two thirds of German export goods to China.  CHART 9 RIGHT
However, China's import volume of consumer goods has been almost twice as
high as that of capital goods for some years now. Germany's export of services to
China plays a lesser role. Its share in total German exports to China amounted to
only around 10 % in 2014.
In terms of import intensity of Chinese final demand (including indirect effects via intermediate products), gross capital formation and exports contain a
greater share of imports than private and public consumption. The evaluation of
2011 input-output tables indicates that total Chinese consumption includes
around 15 % of global and 1 % of German imports. For gross capital formation,
the share is significantly higher at 24 % and 2 % respectively. A shift in the Chinese growth model to relying less on investment and more on consumption
would thus have a negative impact on German exports, the structure of investment and consumption remaining equal.
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 CHART 9

German exports of goods and services and important German goods categories for export to China
German exports of goods and services
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That said, import intensity of capital formation for individual segments such as
mechanical engineering (0.7 %), production of computer equipment and devices,
electrical and optical equipment and automotive manufacturing (0.4 % each) is
higher than, for instance, for production of textiles, clothing, leather goods and
shoes (0.002 %) or in construction (0.01 %).

China as a location for production and sales
China was considered an attractive business location in the past, primarily due
to its low labour costs and comparatively good infrastructure. Given the fact that
the wage level has since risen considerably, the incentive to produce in China is
largely found in the sales opportunities in Chinese markets, which continue
to expand at a fast pace. Only one third of German companies in China now cite
lower production costs as the reason for their presence in China (German
Chamber of Commerce in China, 2015). This response also reflects the rising
costs due to higher energy prices. The average price of electricity rose by approximately 40 % (in domestic currency) from 2001 to 2011 (China Energy Group,
2014) and is likely to rise further in future due to environmental problems. The
BCG cost index (2015) indicates a loss in international competitiveness due to
higher costs.
With rising production costs, the regulatory framework (ease of doing business) remains a fundamental problem with China as a location; it still remains
very unfavourable despite some improvements. The World Bank has ranked
China 84th of a total of 189 countries, based on this factor. It scored particularly
poorly in terms of “protecting minority investors” and “starting a business”.
The general uncertainty about the Chinese economy's prospects has markedly
affected European companies' expectations of their growth opportunities and
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their earnings outlook. In 2011, nearly 80 % of companies surveyed still expressed optimism about growth in their economic sectors in China; in 2016, just
half of that figure held such an optimistic outlook.  CHART 10 LEFT AND RIGHT More
than 50 % of the European companies surveyed complained that they are disadvantaged in China compared to domestic competitors.
A more cautious assessment of opportunities in China can also be seen
in German companies' direct investments there. After strong expansion in the
past two decades, these have recently stagnated. At 4.4 %, direct investment in
China comprises only a relatively small proportion of Germany's foreign direct
investment. A large portion of German companies' investments likely stem from
reinvested profits from their current Chinese business.
 CHART 10
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Investment restrictions require the creation of joint ventures in many sectors;
the share of foreign capital in such companies may not exceed 50 %. One major
requirement for market entry in these cases is access to foreign technology
(“quid pro quo”; Holmes et al., 2015). Consequently, one of the main problems
of joint ventures is that protection of intellectual property in China is inadequate
(Bosshard et al., 2010). In the 2016 International Property Rights Index ranking,
China placed 56th among 128 countries in terms of intellectual property rights,
with patent protection scoring particularly poorly.

From “Made in China” to “Created in China”
It is already obvious today that China will produce an ever larger share of valueadded domestically. Thus, the country will continue to move up the value chain.
The new motive is “Created in China”, rather than “Made in China”.
As is already evident in the slowdown in German exports to China, China's move
up the global value chain is likely to particularly affect final products from
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Germany, which constitute approximately half of German exports to that country. The automotive, pharmaceuticals and rubber and plastic goods sectors,
above all, still export a large number of final products.
These processes can easily be seen in the automotive sector. The share of finished passenger cars in total German exports to China fell from 17 % to 14 % between 2010 and 2015, whereas the share of parts and accessories in this sector
rose from 7 % to 11 % during the same period. This is largely due to the sharp increase in German automobile manufacturers' local production. However, according to the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA), it is also
due in part to an increasing shift in Chinese automobile manufacturers’ demand
for higher quality components from German manufacturers.
China is the largest and fastest-growing automobile market, as well as
the most important automobile manufacturer. The number of passenger cars
sold in China increased more than six-fold from 2005 to 2015 (EY, 2016b). The
potential for growth remains high; whereas Germany has 552 cars for every
1,000 residents, China has only 103 (Federal Statistical Office, CEIC). According
to the VDA, sales of 21 million new cars are expected for 2016.  CHART 11 China
has become the most important sales market for German automobile manufacturers. In 2015, sales to China comprised around 20 % of total global sales for
BMW and Mercedes-Benz and around 35 % for Volkswagen. The market share of
German cars in China rose continuously for quite some time. However, slower
sales in 2015 resulted in a decline from 20 % to 18.9 %.  CHART 11
For years, cars, car parts and accessories constitute the most important German
export product group by far at a constant figure of around 25 %. Due to even
greater outsourcing of vehicle production to China, however, German car
exports have been decreasing for several years.
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The Chinese regulatory framework only permits German manufacturers to operate in China in the form of joint ventures with Chinese companies. The Chinese
government aims to further increase the domestic share of production by
means of its local content requirements. According to CEIC, 98.7 % of cars sold
in China in 2015 were manufactured there as well. Production in China focuses
mainly on small cars and imports of medium-sized and luxury vehicles as well as
SUVs. Sales of premium car manufacturers are particularly disadvantaged
through import duties and taxes.
The Chinese government has placed high priority on promoting the automobile
market in the past few years, with a particular focus on e-mobility, and an annual sales goal of five million electric cars (around one fifth of total sales in China in 2015) by 2020. This could negatively affect German manufacturers' sales
as the competitive edge in knowledge enjoyed by foreign manufacturers in this
market segment is comparatively small.

China as an investor
Chinese companies have considerably stepped up their foreign direct investment. They are already among the most important foreign investors in
some African and Asian countries. Chinese investors have most recently pursued
larger activities in the EU and the USA. However, their share in aggregate foreign direct investment stocks in these regions has been very low to date.
China provides broad support to its companies' activities abroad via stateowned development banks. The Export-Import Bank of China and China
Development Bank manage a combined credit volume of US$550 billion, which
is approximately four times the World Bank's credit volume (approx. US$150
billion). The banks increasingly grant direct loans to governments and companies in developing countries in order to reinforce China's position. Even aid to
countries in crisis, such as in Latin America, is extended through those development banks.
China's largest share of foreign direct investment is in Asia (around 10 %), followed by Latin America (6 %) and Africa (5 %). It has been repeatedly pointed
out, particularly as regards Africa, that China hopes to secure access to important resources through foreign direct investment (Buckley et al., 2007; Cheng
and Ma, 2007). There are, however, other views as well. For one thing, China's
share of total foreign direct investments may be increasing but it is still very
small, and these investments are strongly dominated by a few major takeovers
by state-owned enterprises in connection with natural resources. For another,
Chen et al. (2015) show that Chinese investment behaviour in Africa in terms of
resources does not differ from that of western countries. From 2012 to 2015, the
share of Chinese corporate takeovers in mining and minerals and in oil and gas
worldwide plummeted from nearly 50 % to approximately 10 % (EY, 2016a). Instead there has been a substantial increase in the ICT, automobile and transport,
and financial services sectors.
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In 2014, China held its largest foreign direct investment stock in the EU in Luxemburg (US$16 billion), the UK (US$13 billion) and France (US$8 billion), according to the Ministry of Commerce China (MOFCOM). Consequently, the largest stocks are in leasing, commercial services and financial intermediation.
Manufacturing comes in third place at a volume of US$9 billion in 2014.
Chinese foreign direct investment flows in to Germany stood at around €2
billion in 2015, which in turn, however, only constitutes a small proportion
(4.7 %) of total net foreign direct investments in Germany compared to investments from other regions.  CHART 12 LEFT By comparison, the proportion of foreign direct investments by Switzerland is 14.4 %, by the EU28 60.8 %, and by
the USA 28.1 %.
Chinese takeovers of German companies drew a great deal of attention in the
media in 2016 due to the Chinese takeover of robot manufacturer Kuka. There
are discussions as to the potential threat posed by Chinese government attempts
to procure key technologies and know-how from developed countries by means
of state-owned enterprises. In fact, 74 % of China's 50 companies with the largest volume of investments abroad are state-owned enterprises (MOFCOM,
2015).
The companies participating in the survey by the European Union Chamber of
Commerce in China (2016) cited the lack of reciprocity in foreign direct investment as a serious problem. Foreign companies' access to the Chinese market
is heavily obstructed. Frequently, their only options are to issue a license to a
Chinese company, set up a joint venture with a Chinese partner or allow themselves to be acquired by a Chinese investor. In terms of restrictiveness regarding
foreign direct investment, Germany ranks among the most open and China the
least.  CHART 12 RIGHT
 CHART 12
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Conclusion
The Chinese economy is in a difficult period of transformation. The unavoidable transition from growth driven by heavily credit-financed investment to
growth driven by private consumption and services is bound to involve some
friction. The global economy has noted this in the significant slowdown in China's exports and imports. Transition in this manner has resulted in a decoupling
of Chinese foreign trade while the Chinese economy continues to grow at a relatively fast pace. Despite high excess capacities in sectors such as industry and
construction, and a debt level that continues to rise in relation to economic output, an abrupt economic slump is nevertheless highly unlikely even if a certain
risk of financial crisis persists.
The Chinese government remains more than willing to administer a heavy dose
of demand stimulation to achieve scaled-back but still ambitious growth targets
at any price. In principle, they are still within reach, given the large direct and
indirect influence of the government on the economy and the financial
system. However, adhering to growth generated by credit-financed, largely government-driven investment may be to the detriment of a fundamental transformation of the economic system. Whether China can succeed in asserting its
competitiveness on international markets in the medium and long term while
still tending to more strictly limit basic civil liberties remains questionable.
The impacts of the transformation in China affect the German economy, in particular. German exports to China have recently posted very little increase, after
the dramatic growth recorded from 2008 to 2012. They have actually shown a
negative tendency since the end of 2014. This reflects the increasing importance
of German car brands being produced in China, in addition to less importintensive growth. Chinese steel manufacturers' overcapacities also have a
negative impact on German manufacturers. Overall, China's importance to the
German economy is far greater than the proportion of exports to China in relation to total exports would suggest, which is at a constant 6 % for some years
now.
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Although this approach gives us correct information of the trade flows between
the two countries, it is not a good measure for the influence of China on the
economy of Finland. There are two main reasons for this. First of all, exports
(and imports as well) are recorded in terms of gross output which means we do
not know how much domestic value added (determinant of Finnish GDP) is embodied in a certain amount of exports from Finland to China. Second, a large
part of Chinese demand for Finnish products and services may be indirect in the
sense that they are embodied as intermediate inputs in the third countries’ exports to China. This indirect influence of Chinese demand does not show up in
bilateral trade statistics. Emergence of global value chains has accentuated these
potential biases and rendered traditional trade statistics less useful - for this
purpose.
An alternative and more profound picture can be achieved through the use of international input-output data that allows for the interdependencies arising
through the global value chains. This approach corrects for two potential flaws in
the traditional method:
 Avoids double counting by focusing on value added rather than gross output
 Allows for indirect influence through third countries
Before going to the details of this analysis, let us consider the actual trade patterns between Finland and China. Focusing on the exports side, we can distinguish between four alternative channels through which Chinese final demand
can influence the GDP in Finland (figure 2):
 Direct exports of final demand products & services to China (channel 1)
 Direct exports of intermediary products & services to China (channel 2)
 Exports of intermediary products to third countries to be used for their final
demand exports to China (channel 3)
 Exports of intermediary products to third countries to be used for their intermediary exports to China (channel 4)
Figure 2: Alternative channels through which Chinese final demand feeds into the Finnish GDP.
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International input-output tables allow us to take account of all these direct and
indirect channels in determining the influence of China on Finnish economy.
Our analysis utilizes the data of The World Input-Output Database (WIOD)1.
The starting point of analysis here is not the bilateral trade flows per se but rather the final demand in China that will give rise to both direct and indirect
trade flows between the two countries.
Applying the Leontief inverse and expressing the data in value added terms, the
WIOD-data can be used to produce the so called VAX-matrix2 that reveals the
interdependencies between countries in value added terms. This analysis reveals
that the influence of China on Finland is much higher than suggested by the bilateral trade statistics. In fact, when one takes account of the indirect effects and
focuses on the value added contents of exports, China turns out to be the single
most important foreign influent of Finnish economy (figure 3).
Figure 3: Foreign final demand contribution to GDP of Finland by country 2011, million USD. Data
source: WIOD.
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Production of valued added in Finland that serves the final demand in China
corresponded to approximately 7 billion USD and makes up to 3 per cent of GDP
in 2011. A straightforward implication is that a 10 percent annual growth in Chinese final demand would have a positive impact on Finnish GDP of a magnitude
of ¼ per cent of GDP. Notably, Finland is almost equally dependent on US
economy whereas the link to the final demand of Sweden and Russia is much
weaker – even though their share in exports is higher (as illustrated in figure 1).

1 If not stated otherwise, all the results presented in this paper are based on the data extracted from The

World Input-Output Database (WIOD) provides time-series of world input-output tables for 40 countries
worldwide covering the period from 1995 to 2011 (http://www.wiod.org/new_site/home.htm). For more details see Timmer et al. (2015).
2 See Johnson & Noguera (2012) for more detailed description of how VAX-matrix is constructed.
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Relative to GDP, Finland’s dependency on China in 2011 was among the highest
in Europe with Germany also ranking high in this respect (figure 4).
Figure 4: GDP induced by Chinese final demand, % of total GDP, 2011. Data source: WIOD, OECD.
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The role of different channels of influence
Having identified the influence of Chinese final demand on the GDP of Finland
it would be of interest to know how much of this is related to the various channels depicted in figure 2 above. Focusing on Chinese final demand alone, we can
find out how much of China’s influence is related to exports of Finnish final
goods to China (channel 1) and how much is related to other countries’ final
goods exports to China (channel 3). The rest is then related to the exports of intermediaries to China either by Finland itself or by other countries (channels 2
and 4 above). As it turns out, exports of intermediary products – either directly
or through 3rd countries – is by far the most important channel for GDP repercussion from China to Finland making up about ¾ of the total effect.3
Exports of Finnish final goods to China accounts for some 17 per cent of the total
impact of Chinese final demand on Finnish GDP. This figure may sound surprisingly low but is quite in line with other advanced small European economies
such as Sweden (17) and Austria (18). On average the role of direct final goods
exports seems to be more important for bigger countries such as Germany (34),
France (32) and Italy (30).
As for the effect through final goods exports of third countries, which accounts 7
per cent of the total impact, we focus our attention to the country structure of
this indirect effect. It turns out that for Finland – similar to many other European countries – the most important mediator country in this respect is Germany.
3 At the moment, it was not possible to distinguish between these two channels in the data to evaluate their

relative importance.
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More than 20 per cent of this indirect effect comes from the Finnish value added
embodied in the German final goods shipped to China (figure 5). More generally,
countries with geographical proximity to China seem to stand out in this ranking
(Korea, Japan, Taiwan).

Concluding remarks
The results presented in this paper are based on relatively straightforward calculations based on international input-output tables that are publicly available
through the WIOD-database. While providing a powerful tool to explore the interconnections between national economies the approach has its limitations that
should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. First, owing to the complexity of the underlying national statistics, international input-output tables are
available only with a considerable time lag, presently 4-5 years. This may be a
problem if the structure of the economy and foreign trade is changing fast. Second, the analysis performed is static in the sense that it in effect locks the production structure (at level of 35 industries) of the annual input-output table and
applies it to all final demand transactions considered. This means that e.g. one
unit of chemicals and chemical products (ISIC 3 24) exported from Finland to either China or USA has a similar effect on Finnish GDP. Whether this is a serious
limitation depends on how differentiated the Finnish exports to China and USA
are at the product level.
Finally, the analysis does not allow for potential final demand interconnectedness between countries. In other words, when considering the effects of Chinese
final demand on Finland, we do not take into account the simultaneous effects
on final demand in Germany (or any other country) due to higher GDP there and
the induced final demand repercussions to Finland. In this respect the analysis
provides a first round approximation of the longer run total effect that is likely to
be somewhat larger.
Figure 5: Finnish VA embodied in final goods exports to China by third countries. Percentage share
of total by exporting country (for top 10 countries), 2011. Data source: WIOD.
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Now, we also understand supply side policy is very important. However, supply
side policy does not have immediate effect, even if we have very successful reform. It takes some time for the result to be reflected in economy. One can identify many indicators such as stock prices, employment numbers, government
revenue, and corporate profitability dramatically improved. Everybody was very
excited at the beginning of Abenomics. But unfortunately, consumption and investment is very slow to move maybe because of strong influence of legacy of deflation or aging population or another reason.
We are now in the process of adjusting the policies. We now started thinking
more highly on fiscal policy. Of course, monetary policy is very important but
even though the Bank of Japan supplies base money to the market, Japan’s
banking sector deposit the money to the central bank, only to circulate base
money between the central bank and the banking sector. We have to transmit
that kind of monetary policy to expanding expenditures, expecting that consumption and investment is eventually catching up. I think it is necessary now to
focus more on the role of fiscal policy. We decided to implement more fiscal
stimulus and to postpone the increase of the planned consumption tax rate by
two and a half years.
I also would like to speak briefly about the Growth Strategy, or our supply side
policies. Before Mr. Abe became prime minister, we had 6 prime ministers in 6
years; we had a different prime minister every year. That was the reality of Japan’s politics at that time. It is almost impossible to consider very long lasting or
consistent reform under that kind of political situation. It is good for us that one
prime minister remains in that position.
We do have some progresses of the growth strategy because of the stabilization
of political condition. I listed some of the successes we achieved, as in Page 3 of
my presentation. One is corporate governance reform. We achieved very big
scheme change of corporate governance structure and it started changing the
behavior of management and policies of board members and so forth. People
started to concern more about efficiency of investment and management and so
on than ever before.
Second is corporate tax reform. Japan and the United States were number one
and number two highest countries in terms of corporate tax rate. We had many
discussions in the past to explore the possibility for corporate tax to be reduced
to some level, but politically it was very difficult. However, thanks to the initiative of Prime Minister Abe, we finally cut our corporate tax rate as the same level
as that in German or French and we are not number one anymore. I am not sure
how big this result would influence, but I am sure that will provide long lasting
influence on the behavior of corporate investment or movement of capital.
Third is TPP, which is still under process of effectuation. Of course, TPP is very
important for the global value chain of Asia and the Pacific. However, in a sense,
more important for Japan, I think, is the fact that a lot of discussion about internal reforms especially in agriculture area were brought about during the negotiation of TPP. Japanese agricultural sector is famous for very protective behavior.
If you look at the reality, about 9 % of farmers are providing more than 60 % of
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our farm product. We have had very rapid structural change, but still 90 % of
farmers which produce only 30-40 % of our farm products is politically very
strong. So, TPP negotiation is a kind of process of political change so that the
government can influence or emphasize more promotion of competitiveness rather than protection of the traditional farmers.
PPP/PFI is an effective way to invite private money in Japan. If you come to Japan and look at Japanese airport, you may find that the increasing number of
airports now invite private money not only in management. That kind of use of
private management is very important reform in Japan.
Labor market reform is also under progress. This is the most difficult part because there are different political interests. But I have to emphasize that unemployment rate is quite low and that the ratio of job offers divided by job seekers
is the highest level in the last 23 years. This kind of very tight labor market probably is the most important factor for promoting structural change of labor market reform. The role of government is the promotion of that kind of change. That
kind of transformation of labor market is really vital to promote the growth.
Let me briefly discuss the fiscal reform. Japan is facing very serious fiscal problem now. We have to distinguish three different aspects of fiscal consolidation.
Firstly, Japan is still running quite large amount of budget deficit. Secondly, our
society is very rapidly ageing and we are expecting huge amount of fiscal burden
of social security not now but in future such as in 10 or 15 years. Thirdly, we have
already accumulated huge amount of debt. Deficit, ageing, and debt. We have to
deal with these three problems separately.
The most important and immediate target is to shrink deficit. Abe administration has a target of making the primary balance deficit to 0 or even achieve primary surplus by FY2020. There are three policy measures to achieve this. One is
tax increase. Second is the change of deflation into mild inflation or increasing
nominal GDP so that we can have large tax revenue. Third is the expenditure reform.
One of the achievements of Abenomics is a substantial increase in tax revenue
thanks to nominal GDP increases. Stopping deflation is important not only for
itself but also for shrinking budget deficit. The balancing is very difficult because
if we increase tax, that may have a negative effect on the inflation rate. The government is still trying to set a very good balance between economic stimulation
and tax increase. One solution we have just decided is the postponement of increase of consumption tax rate until Oct 2019. It is very interesting timing because target for our fiscal consolidation surplus is FY2020.
Because the government has decided not to increase consumption tax rate until
FY 2019, what we can do now is the reform in expenditure side. Social security
expenditure will continue to increase. Therefore, expenditure reform is very important for the future. Also I have to emphasize we are doing well about the social security system so far. Although Japan is the most ageing society, our expenditure on medical over GDP is controlled in a very low level while we also retain a long life expectancy.
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Finally, I have a question for you. When we are talking about adjusting debt to
GDP ratio, we have two options; one is shrinking the numerators by producing
budget surplus so that we can decrease government debt; the other is expanding
a denominator by increasing nominal GDP. Of course, both are important. But it
is very difficult to have a large amount of surplus in budget. Thus, expanding
denominator, nominal GDP, is very important in the long run so that Japan can
achieve the stabilization of debt over GDP ratio. We are still in the process of adjusting deflation economy into more mild inflation economy for that purpose.
Thank you very much for listening.
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Despite the improvements in unemployment rates, though, global growth has often been disappointing. After a brief recovery from the crisis, the world has settled into a slower pace of growth. Time and again world economic growth has
fallen short of expectations. In fact, in each forecast for the last six years, the
IMF has had a less optimistic view of global growth, but despite those reduced
expectations, every time, global growth has come in even more disappointing. In
the most recent forecast, the IMF predicts less of a bounce as somewhat lowered
expectations have sunk in (IMF, 2016).
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Why did global growth disappoint
Financial crises often have long shadows. Depending on the assumptions one
uses, researchers have found sizable output losses from trend for many years
later. Others, though, have found little average loss in the medium run, implying
that countries do often bounce back out of a crisis. Countries have had a wide array of experiences following crises, some depreciating sharply and then relying
on foreign demand to bounce out of a financial crisis rapidly, others taking aggressive policy actions, and others facing extended protracted slowdowns with
output never really recovering.
Even the studies that show a loss on average from a financial crisis show a considerable variety of outcomes. A well-known IMF study (2009) suggesting countries faced sizable medium-run damage on average also found that roughly one
third of countries were growing above their prior trend seven years later. That
is, not only did they not face a loss, they were doing better than would have been
expected before the crisis. Other work (see for example Cecchetti et al., 2009)
finds many countries recover to trend after a crisis in the medium term. Recent
work by Christina and David Romer (2015) expanded the types of episodes un-
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Some have argued that we – consumers, governments – were simply living beyond our means, and thus output growth must be lower going forward. But, just
because some were saving too little or spending too much does not mean that
output growth must be lower. It may be – and it was the case – that some were
consuming too much. For example, the Greek government was borrowing over
10 percent of GDP prior to the crisis. The Greek economy was borrowing 14 percent of GDP from the rest of the world. Millions of Americans were spending
more than they were earning and the personal saving rate in the United States
fell to 2.6 percent in 2005, relative to its average in the 1980s and 1990s of 8.0
percent. As a whole, the U.S. economy borrowed almost 6 percent of GDP from
the rest of the world in 2006.
There is a reason to believe that this spending, and this borrowing, was not sustainable. There is no reason, though, that the United States or Greece could not
make the same amount of output it did at that time. The allocation of demand,
both within and across economies may have required adjustment, but neither
the output nor the pace of output growth necessarily did. The United States was
over-consuming, not over-producing. That is, there is no reason that output or
production needed to adjust. And yet, when the crisis struck, output fell sharply,
output growth during the recovery has not yet reached its trend rate, and world
growth has slowed notably.

So, if global growth didn’t have to slow down, why did it?
The first thing to note is that there are in fact perfectly sensible reasons global
output growth has slowed. The most notable reason is demographics.
From 1953-2007, the U.S. working-age population grew 1.4 percent a year, fundamentally underpinning substantial output growth by adding new workers and
consumers into the economy each year. Added to that was the cultural shift that
brought many more women into the labor force; in part as a result of this shift,
the U.S. labor force was growing 1.7 percent per year over that time period. Since
2008, the working-age population has grown just 0.5 percent per year. The U.S.
fertility rate did not fall suddenly to zero in the last few decades; rather, it was so
high during the baby boom 65 years ago that baby boomers’ retirement has substantially slowed the growth of our labor force, creating a headwind for overall
economic growth.
This is not a uniquely U.S. experience. The working-age population is shrinking
in Europe, in Japan, and in East Asia more broadly. The working-age population
is falling even in China. Global working-age population growth has slowed from
1.8 percent in the 1990s to 1.3 percent since 2007.
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production in places like North America), but they also tend to track industrial
production growth worldwide, and as industrial production growth has slowed
and economic growth around the world has slowed, commodity prices have fallen.

Consumer Price Inflation in G‐20 Countries over the
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Looking at interest rates provides another example that demand seems to be
weak in the global economy. Long term bond yields have been falling steadily for
the last few decades. Low nominal and real interest rates around the world are
hard to reconcile with an assessment that suggests supply not demand is the
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binding constraint on world growth. A simple model of saving and investment
would suggest that falling interest rates are consistent with outward shifts in the
saving schedule (a global savings glut) and / or a shift in in the investment
schedule (a global investment drought). Some combination of the two would be
quite likely. In either case, the lower interest rates would reflect less demand in
the economy for goods and services due to lower consumption or investment.

Simple Model of Saving and Investment
Rea l Interest Rate
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Investment'

Sa vi ng

Sa vi ng'

r*
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Investment, Saving
At the same time, the fact that the unemployment rate has fallen in many countries (including the United States) demonstrates that employment has broadly
recovered. So, if more people are working, why has output growth remained
low? The answer is that hours worked have recovered to trend much better than
GDP. Across the advanced economies, labor productivity has slowed in the past
decade when compared to the decade prior.
Some of this may be tied to demographics (Shambaugh, 2016b), as at least in the
United States it appears a shifting age distribution within the labor force may be
holding back productivity growth. It may also be that the rapid employment
growth over the last 5 years has meant that incorporating new workers has temporarily slowed productivity at the margin because new entrants tend to be less
productive workers, at least at first. But, in the United States, a sharp drop in
capital deepening has been a major source of the productivity slowdown, which
is a manifestation of the low business investment environment. In the United
States from 2011-2015, capital intensity growth was negative.
Total factor productivity growth was lower than typical as well, but it is both volatile and tends to mean-revert, with periods of low growth typically followed by
periods of faster growth and vice versa. In addition, the low level of investment
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in recent years may mean that newer innovations that would lift TFP have not
been fully put in place yet. Over time, the solid R&D investment currently taking
place should help lift TFP growth back to its previous pace. The drop in capital
intensity is larger, and the absolute decline in capital per worker over the past
five years has not previously occurred in the postwar period.

Labor Productivity Growth in the G‐7
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And, it is not, by any means, unique to the United States. The slowdown in capital deepening from its pace in 1994-2004 to 2004-2014 was in fact larger in
Germany, Japan, and the UK than it was in the United States.

Change in Growth in Components of Productivity in the G‐7,
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The lack of capital deepening in the United States and elsewhere highlights the
dual role of the lack of investment growth. Low investment growth directly feeds
into lower aggregate demand, but it is also holding back aggregate supply over
time. The low investment, though, looks less puzzling in light of slow global
growth. “Accelerator” models, where investment growth responds to the change
in GDP growth, have done a reasonable job fitting the data over this recovery.
(See CEA 2017 for a more detailed discussion).
There are certainly other candidate explanations for slower investment growth:
reduced expectations due to lower productivity growth, uncertainty, financial
constraints, changes in risk attitudes. In CEA analysis, financial measures are
statistically significant over time, but do not explain the recent slowdown in investment. Uncertainty measures do not explain the slowdown either once
growth is taken into account. There may be other long term factors weighing on
investment growth over time – for example a shift from investment oriented industries towards services where capital to output ratios are lower, but there is
not a sharp break in such trends that would suggest such a slowdown as has
been seen in capital deepening recently.
One way to interpret this lack of investment and capital deepening is as part of a
negative cycle. Demand is low, which makes investment low, which generates
low productivity. Lower productivity growth feeds back into reduced expectations, lower investment and hence lower demand. (See Shambaugh, 2016a, for a
more detailed discussion.)
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We see evidence that low demand is the brake on investment in surveys of businesses across the world. Concern over sales is consistently one of the top problems cited by U.S. businesses, and surveys of European small businesses note
that “Securing demand for their products remains the dominant concern for
SMEs” (ECB, 2015). Without higher demand, firms simply will not choose to invest.
Large firms are increasingly global in their orientation. In fact, in a recent survey, global firms ranked insufficient global demand as a more important barrier
to investment than insufficient domestic demand (OECD, 2015). Hence, these
firms’ investment depends not just on their view of the local or national economy, but also on the growth rate of the global economy.
Three recent studies by prominent economic organizations suggest this might be
the right interpretation. Research from the Bank of France studying 22 advanced
economies found that demand deficiency could explain up to 80 percent of the
shortfall in investment across countries (Bussière, Ferrara, and Milovich, 2015).
Uncertainty was also an explanatory factor, but demand was far and away the
driving force. The authors relied on growth forecasts as a measure for expected
demand and showed how these forecasts drove investment levels. In addition,
they looked both at expected domestic growth and expected growth of imports in
a country’s trade partners. This measure of global demand is also a significant
predictor of investment levels, demonstrating the importance of shortfalls in
global growth for investment levels.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development has also considered the importance of global demand recently (OECD 2015). Using a different
set of time-series econometric techniques, it too found support for the accelerator model – that demand is a key driver of short-run investment dynamics – and
also found that global growth, not just domestic growth, played a significant
role.
Looking back further, we see other evidence of this. Researchers for years have
been interested in the extent to which there is simply a dominant global GDP cycle or whether regional or individual country factors mattered. The great shock
of this most recent financial crisis did not damage emerging-market countries in
a way that large recessions in the advanced world did in the past. This led to
questions of whether there had been decoupling between economic fortunes
across countries or types of economies. This may sound exactly the opposite of
the case I have laid out so far insofar as it suggests that countries are not as dependent on global growth as in the past. CEA analysis using accelerator models
also finds that global growth has an impact on investment (CEA, 2017).
A study by researchers at the IMF (Hirata, Kose, and Otrok, 2013) examines this
hypothesis, but also sheds light on how investment is impacted by global influences. This work uses a process called dynamic factor analysis to pick up the
common component driving trends in output, consumption, and investment
across a wide range of more than 100 countries. In fact, that work does suggest
that the amount of output variance that can be explained by a global factor is declining when comparing the period from 1960-1984 with 1985-2010. The auFirst International Conference of Councils on Economic Policy
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thorrs focus on th
he fact that the global fa
actor explain
ns less of ou
utput volatiliity, but
the regional
r
facttor explains more. Therre are two interesting pieeces of evide
ence in
that analysis tha
at are relevaant. The firstt is while tha
at pattern iss true for the
e world
as a whole, it is not true fo r North Am
merica. The global
g
factorr has a greater impactt on output today
t
than p
previously fo
or North Am
merican coun
ntries.

Even
n across the
e full samp
ple, where the
t
global factor
f
explaiins less of output
grow
wth, the glob
bal factor exxplains moree of changess in investm
ment. The no
otion of
a glo
obally influenced investm
ment cycle appears
a
morre importantt, even as ou
utput is
less correlated today than in
n the past.

Glob
bal deman
nd at the zzero lower bound
The global natu
ure of the sllowdown in
n both grow
wth and inveestment hass had a
uniq
que aspect fo
or the last feew years: not only has gllobal growth
h been persiistently
slow
w, this is hap
ppening desp
pite global central bankss lowering th
heir policy rates
r
to
– orr even below
w – zero. Thaat is, many parts
p
of the world econoomy have be
een operatiing at what economists often call th
he zero lowe
er bound (orr more recen
ntly the
effecctive lower bound).
b
A long line of ecconomic ressearch exam
mines how gllobal deman
nd operates differo lower bou
und. Literatu
ure on this stretches baack to Keyne
es who
entlyy at the zero
noteed that in a liquidity
l
trap
p, the alloca
ation of dem
mand across ccountries be
ecomes
more importantt (Keynes, 19
936). The id
dea is that when
w
deman
nd is in sho
ort supnderprovidiing demand relative to their
t
outputt are in some
e sense
ply, countries un
1
actin
ng in a predatory mann
ner by capturring demand
d from otheer countries. More
recently, Eggerttsson et al. ( 2016) have fleshed out these ideas in a fully sp
pecified
dern macro model.
m
Theyy use a speccific framew
work tied to tthe idea of secular
s
mod
stagn
nation, but as Summerrs (2015) has
h noted elsewhere, on
ne really do
oes not
need
d to be too specific
s
abou
ut the frameework. Many
y frameworkks generate similar
resu
ults.

1

Thiss is something Paaul Krugman has commented on many
m
times over the last 7 years. See Krugman (2016) for a
receent example.
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Models of secular stagnation posit that demand is permanently, or nearly permanently, too low for a variety of reasons (shifts in the nature of production,
demographics, etc.), and that barring persistent deliberate attempts to increase
demand, growth will disappoint. Alternatively, the savings glut idea posed by
Ben Bernanke suggests some set of countries have shifted their desired level of
saving in a way that increases the level of world saving, pushing down the world
real interest rate (Bernanke, 2014). Models focused on debt overhang (recently
highlighted in a global context by Ken Rogoff) argue that individuals, firms, and
governments are less willing to spend because they have compromised balance
sheets due to too much borrowing in the past. Thus, demand is lower until balance sheets are improved (barring some policy action). The crucial issue in these
frameworks is the notion that global demand is too weak even when interest
rates are at or near zero.
In this case, a lack of demand in one country has very different impacts on other
countries compared to “normal” times. To understand this, think first of such
normal times. Feyrer and Shambaugh (2012) demonstrate how an exogenous
shock to saving by the government in the United States transmits around the
world. While part of that shock might be absorbed in changes in investment and
saving by other actors in the United States, roughly half of the shock spills
around the globe. If the United States as a whole saves more, some other country
must be saving less. As it turns out, the global savings and investment tend to
line up. Thus, in normal times, as in a liquidity trap, changes to saving and investment in one country have spillovers around the world.
If there is an increase in saving in a country outside of the United States in normal times, there is no reason to think a change in saving in that country transmits one-for-one to the United States. Rather one would think such a shock
would spill roughly evenly around the world. If the U.S. economy were to face
less demand from a country abroad, that would leave it with a demand shortfall,
but one might normally expect global real interest rates to adjust down. In those
normal times, one would think that the U.S. central bank would largely be able
to offset this shock in a way that would increase demand in the United States.
Thus, this increase in savings abroad would tend to lead to a decrease in savings
(or increase in consumption) or an increase in investment in the United States.
A large current account surplus in one country might affect savings decisions in
other countries, but not the total level of output.
When there is a global lack of demand and central banks are already trying to do
as much as they can, though, the situation appears to be different. In this case, a
decrease in demand (or increase in saving vs. investment, or most simply, an increase in the current account) in a country abroad would mean a reduction in
demand to the home country. But, if the central bank is not able to offset this by
stimulating demand, the reduction in demand simply reduces output.
Hence, global macro when interest rates are effectively at zero appears to operate differently. Demand is in a sense a finite and precious commodity. One country taking action to increase demand can spillover positively to the rest of the
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world, but trying to increase demand for your own products from the rest of the
world, without trying to increase demand in your own country, can be predatory.
In this sense, global growth has two key impacts on a country beyond those in
normal times. There is clearly an impact of global growth on exports – for example U.S. export growth tracks trade-weighted foreign GDP growth quite well – or
the way global shocks can spill through financial markets. But there are other
ways a given country is affected by global growth when at or near the zero lower
bound. First, lower global growth can lower investment at home and hence have
both a negative impact on demand in the near term and on productivity through
less capital deepening. Second, lower global growth may be difficult to offset due
to the near-zero interest rates around the world.
None of these challenges need be permanent. The troubling cycle of low demand
leading to low investment leading to low productivity growth causing lower expectations and lower demand can itself turn around and become a virtuous cycle. But, shifting the cycle will require concerted action across a range of countries. As global demand is such a key part of the investment decision, it is hard
for any one country to execute liftoff on its own.

Where are Demand Shortfalls?
Looking around the world, one way to look at the extent of demand slack is to
look at the current account. As the current account can be defined as savings
minus investment, it stands as a measure of whether domestic demand is larger
or smaller than domestic production. The target current account at any one
point in time may not be zero for a given country as differences in demographic
patterns, investment needs, or other factors may change the optimal level of borrowing or lending to the rest of the world. Sizable current account surpluses over
and above sustainability targets calculated by the IMF, though, may suggest a
lack of demand relative to other countries in the global economy. Given the issues at or near the zero lower bound described above, it is harder for other countries to insulate from that demand shock at the effective lower bound. Many major economies have current account surpluses well in excess of their sustainability target, suggesting room to expand domestic demand.

Recognizing Importance of Demand and Using Policy
Policymakers have been highlighting this lack of demand recently. Statements
from the IMF and OECD have been far more positive about the importance of
lifting demand and using fiscal policy to do so in particular. There may be constraints in some places based on the way institutions are designed (Furman,
2016), but this simply raises the importance of reforming structures to make
sure fiscal policy can be deployed when necessary.
Throughout 2016, the G20 has expressed a desire to see more growth and a
recognition that that growth will likely require supportive macroeconomic policy. The G20 declaration in Shanghai in February said, “The global recovery continues, but it remains uneven and falls short of our ambition for strong sustaina-
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ble, and balanced growth we will use all policy tools – monetary, fiscal, and
structural – individually and collectively to achieve these goals” (G20, 2016).

Current Account Balance as a Share of GDP, 2015
Percent of GDP
10

Current Account
Balance (2015:Q4)

8

IMF Sustainability
Target

6
4
2
0
‐2
‐4
Germany

Japan

Euro Area

China

United
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Brazil

Note: The IMF Sustainability Target is the current account balance necessary to stabilize the
nonfinancial account; targets as of 2015.
Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF); National Sources via Haver Analytics.

Different countries may require different paths. For some countries, including
the United States, infrastructure investment remains below needs and could be
increased in a way that supports supply growth as well as demand. This is one
reason the Obama Administration has made a number of proposals for increased
infrastructure investment. In other countries, the shortfall in private investment
demand may be paramount, in which case policies that support business investment that can lift both productivity growth and demand would be helpful.
Still other countries – especially those where domestic demand is notably below
supply – may need consumer-oriented stimulus and policies that support consumption to make sure that they are contributing to global demand.
Evidence over the last 8 years has shown that especially when interest rates are
at or near the zero lower bound, supporting demand-oriented policies have been
positive for growth, and in many cases can lift growth to partially offset any increase in debt to GDP ratios. Slow growth has many causes, but it can also be
self-reinforcing by holding back investment and subsequently productivity
growth. Policy can play an important role in making sure global growth does not
repeatedly fall short of its possibilities.
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Laura
a van Geestt
CPB Neetherlands Bureau
B
for Economic
E
Poolicy
Analysis
CPB) uses se
everal examp
ples from
Laura vvan Geest (C
the reaalm of trade policy issues, such as TT
TIP and
Brexit, to explain how
h
the CPB
B uses its moodel infrastructu
ure to assess the econom
mic implicatiions of policcy
decisio
ons.1

OPE
EN BOR
RDZÜE
ERS
Intro
oduction
In th
he recent pa
ast, free trad
de, the intern
nal market and
a the free movement of personss have becom
me more of a topic for debate.
d
TTIP
P, Brexit and
d the refugee flows
and its implicatiions for the Schengen borders
b
come to mind. T
The implicattions of
policcy choices in
n this area aare interestiing for the Netherlands
N
and for the
e EU at
largee.

The
e Model
At CPB,
C
we ana
alyze these ttype of trad
de issues witth WorldScaan, a trade model,
enco
ompassing 33
3 countriess and 21 secttors, a generral equilibriu
ium model with
w
an
2
econ
nomic underrpinning. T
The model uses
u
the follo
owing assum
mptions: (1) higher
trading costs lea
ad to higherr prices and
d lower demand; (2) cap
pital goods display
d
y across coun
ntries and sectors; laborr displays on
nly limited mobilim
limitted mobility
ty accross sectorss. The resultts for variou
us countries are dominatted by openness to
trade. In analyzzing the effeects, you can
n take accou
unt of trade effects or you
y can
nnovation efffects that could
c
result from higheer trade. Em
mpirical
also allow for in
evidence for inn
novation effeect exists, bu
ut remains liimited. CPB
B therefore te
ends to
e
anallyze policies both with aand without innovation effects.

The
e Cases
Threee cases are analyzed: th
he case of a Leave vote in the UK, the collapse
e of the
Scheengen Agree
ement in th
he aftermath
h of large re
efugee flowss and a succcessful
com
mpletion of th
he TTIP negootiations.

1 I would like to thank
k Johannes Bolle n for his help in preparing this te
ext.
2 Worrldscan is extens
sively described in Lejour et al. (2006). “WorldS
Scan: A Model foor International Economic

Policy Analysis,” CPB Document 11 1.
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Figure 1: Worldscan3

Figure 2: Changes in GDP

3 This
s picture is taken
n from Paltsev, ett. al (2005), “The
e MIT EPPA Model” JPR Series, M
MIT, Cambridge, USA.
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Brexxit
The UK referend
dum resulteed in a Leave vote yesterday. In thee run up to the
t referen
ndum, we un
ndertook a sscenario ana
alysis. As it is
i unclear wh
what a future
e Brexit
arrangement wiill look like, two approa
aches are an
nalyzed4, a ttrade arrang
gement
deled on the
e (new) trad
de arrangem
ment betwee
en Canada and the EU
U (with
mod
non--trade barrie
ers (NTB’s) amounting to 6 % and nominal taariffs of 0 %)) and a
more classical WTO
W
arranggement (NTB
B’s of 13 % and
a nominaal tariffs of 3 %). It
t
years aftter the Brexxit referendu
um and
is asssumed that Brexit will take place two
the invocation
i
of
o art 50 and
d that the fulll effects willl be realized
d after 10 yea
ars.
The analysis sho
ows that Breexit will enta
ail losses in GDP
G
across the EU and
d across
secto
ors. The varrying degreees in which countries
c
an
nd sectors arre affected may
m be
refleected in the negotiations
n
s, once Articcle 50 is invo
oked.
The losses are highest
h
for tthe UK and its closest trading
t
parttners (e.g. Ireland,
Neth
herlands). Long
L
term loosses in GD
DP for the UK
U amountt to 4.1 % off GDP,
Neth
herlands 1.2 % of GDP aand the EU 0.8 % of GD
DP. These ef
effects more or less
doub
ble if you alllow for posssible innova
ation effects. These effeccts fall in th
he middle of
o the range
e of estimatees by other institutions. Job losses are highestt in exposeed sectors, liike food, eleectronic equ
uipment, motor vehicless and parts, chemical, rubber and
d plastics. In
n the short run, uncerrtainty can llead to add
ditional
mporary) GD
DP losses th
hat will eva
aporate once
e this uncerrtainty will be re(tem
solveed. These lo
osses can be approached
d using the volatility
v
in the Vix as a proxy
for economic
e
uncertainty ((a change of
o 2 standarrd deviation
ns would lea
ad to a
temp
porary GDP loss of 0.3 % of GDP) and
a an index
x for politicaal uncertaintty.
Figure 3: Production Losses in 20
030 in the N etherlands

4 http
p://www.cpb.nl/ssites/default/filees/omnidownloa
ad/CPB-Backgrou
ud-Document-Ju ne-2016-Trade-e
effects-of-

brexit-for-the-netherlands.pdf
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Collapse of Scchengen B
Borders
With
h the increa
ased flows o f refugees in
n the latter part of 20115, border co
ontrols
weree tightened, giving rise to a debate about the continued
c
frree flow of persons
p
and goods acrosss the Schen
ngen borderss. The effectts of reinstallling the Sch
hengen
Bord
ders have be
een approacched using the
t estimate
es of the gain
ns of the ab
bolition
5
of th
he Schengen
n Borders, i.ee. a decreasee in import prices of 3 p
percent . GD
DP loss
for the
t EU 28 am
mounts to 0
0.7 % of GDP
P, and differr across cou
untries and sectors,
s
varyying accordin
ng to the deggree of open
nness.
Figure 4: Reinstallingg Schengen Borders,
B
Chaanges in GDP
P in 2030

mpact of reinsstalling Scheengen Borderrs in 2030 (y-as = producction losses EU28)
E
Figure 5: Sectoral Im
9
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5 Results are based on https://www.ccpb.nl/sites/defa
ault/files/CEP20
016-kader-pag-299.pdf
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TTIP Negotiations
The negotiations on TTIP are still underway. It is a topic covering a broad range
of issues. The CPB analyses focuses solely on one aspect, the possible GDP gains.
It does not aim to provide a full blown assessment of a potential TTIP deal. TTIP
aims to boost trade through the elimination of tariffs, the reduction of non-tariff
barriers through regulatory cooperation and other border rules. In our simulation, we assume that existing tariffs of 3 % are fully abolished, that NTBs are reduced by 50 % (NTB’s go down to 14 %). This will lead to GDP gains of 1.7 % of
GDP for the Netherlands, 1.2 % of GDP for the EU and 0.9 % of GDP for the US.6

Conclusions
Trade liberalization has brought major economic gains. Issues on national identity and sovereignty, the division of the gains and migration and refugee flows
have led to a renewed debate. These analyses shed some light on the economic
aspects of these debates.

6 https://www.cpb.nl/sites/default/files/omnidownload/dp-331-possible-economic-effects-of-ttip-for-the-

netherlands-and-the-EU.pdf
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Mosta
afa Askari
Assistaant Parliameentary Budge
et Officer, C
Canada
presentation
n, Mostafa Askari
A
(CBO Canada)
In his p
discussses possible reasons for the apparen
nt lack in
the stab
bility and sttrength of ecconomic grow
wth in advanced
d economics since the start of the cu
urrent century, w
with a speciall eye on the Canadian exxperience.

POTENTIA
AL GRO
OWTH IIN ADV
VANCE
ED ECO
ONOMIES
As th
he overarching theme ffor this confference is ch
hallenges forr economic growth
g
in ad
dvanced eco
onomies, m
my presentation discusse
es the moree specific qu
uestion
why we have not seen stablee and strong
g growth in advanced ecconomies sin
nce the
startt of the 21st century.
c
Thee framework
k I am going
g to use to ad
ddress this issue
i
is
the evolution
e
off potential ou
utput and itts key driverrs (capital, laabour and TFP)
T
in
adva
anced econo
omies sincee 2000. Wh
hile actual economic
e
grrowth can deviate
d
from
m potential output
o
grow
wth in the short run, ove
er time real G
GDP tends to
t converg
ge to its potential level and therefo
ore growth, on averagee, does not deviate
d
from
m potential growth.
g
In th
he first part of the preseentation I wiill review the
e evolution oof potential output
in ad
dvanced eco
onomies high
hlighting thee factors tha
at have undeerpinned the
e trend
decliine in poten
ntial growth.. In the seco
ond section, I will review
w Canada’s experiencee since 2000
0, drawing a parallel to developmen
nts in the reest of the adv
vanced
econ
nomies. Thiss presentatioon leads to three key obsservations:
 T
There has be
een a down
nward trend in potentia
al output grrowth in adv
vanced
economies siince 2000 ow
wing mainly
y to populatiion ageing.
 In
n advanced economies tthere has beeen a realloccation of ressources from
m manu
ufacturing
to
o services, leaading to wea
aker aggrega
ate productiivity growth
 The
T Canadian
n experiencee validates the
t first two observation
ns

Glob
bal Experie
ence
Heree I borrow heavily
h
from
m an excelleent analysis of potentiall output pre
esented
by th
he Internatiional Monet
etary Fund (IMF)
(
in itss April 20155 World Eco
onomic
Outllook. Figure
e 1 depicts potential growth
g
and its compossition in adv
vanced
econ
nomies over three distin
nct periods:
Firstt, the period
d before the 2008 finan
ncial crisis. Potential
P
outtput growth
h decelerateed slightly, averaging
a
ab
bout 2⅓ witth almost eq
qual contribu
ution from labour,
l
capittal and prod
ductivity. D
During this period
p
TFP growth slow
wed slightly
y, likely
beca
ause progresss in inform
mation and communica
ation technoology was slowing
s
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dow
wn and resou
urces contin
nued to be reallocated
r
from
f
high p
productivity sectors (manufactu
uring) to low
wer producttivity sectorss (services).. Labour con
ntributio
on also slow
wed down du
uring the perriod, reflectiing populatio
ion ageing.
Seco
ond: the perriod after thee financial crisis.
c
Follow
wing the 20
008 crisis po
otential
grow
wth declined
d significanttly both in advanced and
a
emergin
ng economiies and
most economiess have not seen a retu
urn to pre-ccrisis growth
h path. Wh
hile the
wdown was partly
p
structtural and un
nrelated to th
he financiall crisis there
e is evislow
dencce and analy
ysis that ind
dicate that the
t financia
al crisis mayy have had a more
perm
manent effecct on the glob
obal economy
y.
Labo
our contribu
ution dropp
ped significcantly partly
y due the u
undergoing demograp
phic transitio
on and parttly due to the substanttial rise in ccyclical unem
mploymen
nt and the re
esulting hystteresis effecct. The sharp
p drop in ecconomic actiivity in
most advanced economies ffollowing th
he financial crisis
c
led to a precipitou
us drop
nvestment and a fall in the contribu
ution of capital to poten
ntial growth
h in the
in in
afterrmath of the
e financial crrisis.

Thirrd, growth prospects
p
ovver the perio
od 2015-20.. I should n
note that wh
hile the
IMF
F outlook of April 2015 is somewha
at dated, de
evelopmentss since then would
unlik
kely change the broad p
picture. Acco
ording to the IMF outloook labour in
nput in
most advanced economies w
will continu
ue to see its contribution
n decline ow
wing to
d
c transition while capita
al and TFP growth
g
will rrecover.
the demographi
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hat there is a trend declline in poten
ntial growth
h in adThe overall concclusion is th
vancced economiies, due to tthe ageing of
o the popullation and a steady cha
ange in
the composition
c
n of output ffrom the goo
ods sector to the service
ces sector. Th
his latter point
p
is depiicted in Figu
ure 2. In ad
dvanced econ
nomies the share of ma
anufacturin
ng output in
n total outpu
ut and the sh
hare of man
nufacturing llabour input in total la
abour inputt declined frrom 1980 to
o 2007 and data since 22007 indica
ate that
this trend contin
nued in mosst advanced economies. Two key reaasons for th
his phenom
menon are: First,
F
high vaalue-added and
a high pro
oductivity prroducts are cheaper to
o produce in emerging eeconomies. Second,
S
adva
anced econoomies have become
b
more service oriiented as perr capita inco
ome has incrreased.

Can
nadian Exp
perience
In Canada,
C
popu
ulation agein
ng has been
n ongoing an
nd is expecteed to intensiify over
the next
n
15 years. Populatioon growth is projected to
o decline froom 1.1 per ce
ent annuallly, on avera
age, over thee past ten yeears to 0.6 per
p cent by 22041 as the contributio
on of natura
al increase ((the differen
nce between
n births and deaths) fallls (Figure 3).
3 The old age
a dependeency ratio (th
he ratio of in
ndividuals 665 years of age
a and
overr relative to the
t populatiion between
n 15 to 64 ye
ears of age) iis projected to rise
from
m 23.8 per ce
ent in 2015 tto 40.0 per cent by 204
40. Thereafteer, the ratio is projecteed to contin
nue to rise aat a slower pace,
p
reachin
ng 43.5 per cent by 2065 and
46.6
6 per cent by
b 2090. Exp
xpressed diffferently, the
ere were 4.22 persons between
the ages
a
of 15 to
t 64 for evvery individu
ual 65 yearss of age and
d over in 20
015. By
2040
0, this ratio is projected
d to fall to 2..5 and contin
nue to declin
ne, reaching
g 2.1 by
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2090
0—half of its current levvel. This hass contributed to a declin
ne in growth
h of the
labo
our force, wh
hich is expeccted to contiinue and intensify in thee future, leading to
a weeaker labourr input.

Likee other adva
anced econoomies, in the period before the 20
008 financia
al crisis
Cana
ada experien
nced relativeely strong po
otential grow
wth with con
ntribution frrom all
the three
t
factors (Figure 4)). After the 2008 financcial crisis TF
FP growth was
w reduceed to almosst zero as laabour produ
uctivity collapsed. Thiss is differen
nt from
most other adva
anced econoomies and ha
ard to explaiin. The trend
d decline in labour
ntinued refllecting demographic facctors and caapital contriibution
conttribution con
sligh
htly increase
ed, likely ass a result off continued strength in investmentt in the
non--convention
nal oil sector .
Poteential growth
h over the 20
015-20 perio
od reflects th
he impact off the 2014 oil
o price
shocck. In late 2014
2
and 20
015 investment in the energy
e
sectoor dropped significanttly. Beyond 2015, it is expected th
hat investment will inccrease in th
he nonenerrgy sector an
nd recover somewhat in
i the energ
gy sector ass oil prices are
a expected to gradu
ually recoverr from theirr lows in 20
015. The exp
pected incre
ease in
atio should aalso boost TFP
T growth raising
r
it clooser to what is concapittal labour ra
siderred a steady
y state TFP ggrowth rate in
i Canada.
The key messag
ge is that Can
nada experiienced a sha
arp decline iin potential output
grow
wth in the post financiaal crisis perio
od and this trend is exp
pected to co
ontinue
in th
he future, leading to an average pottential grow
wth of only 1 .5 percent. Labour
L
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inpu
ut is expecte
ed to contrib
bute only 0.4
0 percentage points too potential growth
g
due to populatio
on ageing.

Con
ncluding re
emarks
Adva
anced econo
omies, inclu
uding Canada, are experriencing a trrend decline
e in potentiial growth, constrainingg growth in
n per capita income and
d living stan
ndards.
The common ca
ause appearss to be dem
mographic factors. With low fertility
y rates,
risin
ng life expecctancies and
d the transiition of baby
y boomers tto retirement, advancced econom
mies’ populattions are ag
geing rapidlly, limiting potential growth.
g
Goveernment po
olicies cannoot reverse demographic
d
c developmeents in any meaningfu
ul way. To im
mprove poteential for growth the foccus has to b e on improv
ving labourr productivitty.
Econ
nomists generally agreee on policies that boost productivity
p
y such as low
wer taxes, leess stringen
nt regulation
ns, freer trad
de, higher education, ettc. Canada has
h implem
mented mostt of these poolicies over the
t past 30 years but haas not experrienced
susta
ainable improvements iin its producctivity perforrmance.
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Volker
r Wieland
Germaan Council off Economic Experts
note, Volkerr Wieland (G
GCEE) criticaally discuss-In his n
es receent attempts to estimate the equilibrrium real
premature to
o
interesst rate and arrgues that itt would be p
declaree the evidencce for its posssible declin
ne conclusive.

MON
NETAR
RY POL
LICY, E
EQUILIB
BRIUM
M INTE
EREST
RATES AN
ND SEC
CULAR
R STAG
GNATIO
ON
Intro
oduction
In reecent years an
a increasin
ng number of
o research studies
s
are sseeking to esstimate
the current
c
leve
el and trend
d of the equ
uilibrium real interest rrate. Examp
ples includ
de Justiniano
o and Primicceri (2012), Barsky et al.
a (2014), Cu
urdia et al. (2015),
(
Curd
dia (2015), Laubach an
nd Williamss (2015) and
d Beyer and
d Wieland (2015).
(
Thesse analyses are
a based on
n macroecon
nomic mode
els. Most of them find that
t
estima
ates of the equilibrium
e
real interesst rate have declined in
n recent yea
ars to a
levell not seen in decades. In 2014 and 2015, the
e estimates ffor a mediu
um-run
equiilibrium inte
erest rate ussing the Lau
ubach-Willia
ams method
d comes to around
a
0 % for the Unitted States.
Thesse results ha
ave potentiallly importan
nt implicatio
ons for moneetary policy as discusssed in Beyerr and Wielan
nd (2015), Dupor
D
(2015
5), Hamilton
n et al. (20115) and
Lubiik and Matth
hes (2015). For examplee, the equilib
brium rate eestimate is used
u
as
a beenchmark fo
or the appro
opriate moneetary policy stance in Y
Yellen (2015, 2017)
and as empirica
al evidence for a secula
ar stagnation
n in Summeers (2014). In this
notee, I point outt that estimaates of short-run or medium-run reeal equilibriium interesst rate are subject to a vvery large degree
d
of unccertainty an
nd very sensitive to
technical assum
mptions. The re are good reasons to think
t
that th
hese estimattes suffr
omitted
d variable biias. More ev
vidence abou
ut robustnesss is needed before
fer from
theyy should be used
u
to deterrmine the ap
ppropriate policy
p
stancee.

Veryy high uncertainty off equilibriu
um interest rate estim
mates
Equiilibrium con
ncepts differr in terms off the relevan
nt time horiizon (short-,, medium- and long-te
erm horizon
n). Studies that
t
use New
w Keynesian
n DSGE mo
odels to
estim
mate time-va
arying equillibrium real interest rates have focu
used on simulating
the path
p
of a sho
ort-term equ
uilibrium ra
ate. This is th
he rate thatt would mate
erialize
if th
he aggregate
e price level would reacct flexibly to
o cyclical flu
uctuations (Wood(
ford, 2003). The actual reaal rate of intterest deviattes from thiis equilibriu
um rate
d price rigid
dities. This short-run
s
eq
quilibrium rrate is highlly voladue to wage and
tile. It varies witth cyclical sh
hocks and disturbance
d
(Barsky et aal., 2014; Cu
urdia et
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al., 2015).
2
It co
ould even exxhibit greateer variation
n than the aactual real interest
rate.. Thus, it is not surprisiing that estiimates of short-run equ
uilibrium rattes that
are called
c
“natu
ural” rates haave move fa
ar into negattive territoryy following the recessiion of 2008/2009.
Barssky et al. (20
015) and oth
hers recomm
mend that monetary poliicy sets the central
bank
k rate equal to this natu
ural rate. Th
hereby the ce
entral bank would ensu
ure that
real output is eq
qual to the llevel that would occur under
u
flexibble prices. In
n other
word
ds, this mon
netary policyy focuses allmost exclussively on cloosing the (fllexiblepricee) output ga
ap. It is a h
highly modell-dependentt concept th
hat varies su
ubstantiallyy depending
g on which m
model is used
d for its estim
mation.
Otheer economettric approacches aim to estimate
e
a medium-run
m
equilibrium
m interest rate,
r
which accounts foor various fa
actors that change
c
onlyy slowly. The most
frequ
uently cited
d approach iis the metho
odology of Laubach
L
and
d Williams (2003)
(LW
W in the following) recen
ntly updated
d by Williams (2015). Th
he factors meant to
be ta
aken into acccount includ
de temporarry changes in household
ds’ time prefference
and propensity to
t save, as w
well as chang
ges in fiscal policy and iin the rate of
o technolo
ogical progre
ess or total factor prod
ductivity growth. Estimaates obtaine
ed with
this methodolog
gy are show
wn in  CHARTT 1. The und
derlying mod
del is a simple aggreg
gate demand
d and Phillip
ps curve fram
mework.
 CHART 1

Estimatess for medium-term equilibrrium interest rrates of the United States (Source: Beyerr and Wieland
d, 2015)
(a) Unce
ertainty (aboutt 2-sided LW estimates)
e

(b) Senssitivity analysis
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Unfo
ortunately, estimates
e
off these medium-run equ
uilibrium rattes are very imprecise.. The averag
ge standard errors indiccate a very broad
b
poten
ntial range of
o likely
values.  CHART 1A
1 Furtherm
more, the seensitivity stu
udy conduccted by Bey
yer and
Wielland (2015) shows thatt the estima
ates vary gre
eatly with p
presumably merely
technical assum
mptions con
ncerning thee econometrric specificaation:  CHARRT 1B In
addiition to the baseline
b
LW
W specificatio
on, they estimate the eqquilibrium rate
r
for
the United
U
State
es with grosss national income (GN
NI) instead oof GDP data, with
diffeering startin
ng values forr trend grow
wth, with data extended
d to include FOMC
foreccasts and wiith differingg signal-to-n
noise ratios. The latter d
determine th
he relationsship betwee
en the fluctu
uations of GDP
G
growth
h and its trrend, and be
etween
flucttuations in temporary faactors and th
he output ga
ap.
Beyeer and Wieland (2015) also use th
he simplified
d econometrric specifica
ation of
Garn
nier and Wiilhelmsen (2
2009). This specificatio
on imposes rrestrictions on the
dyna
amics of tem
mporary facttors. The hiigh degree of
o uncertain
nty surround
ding all
these equilibrium
m rate estim
mates highlig
ght the need
d for more roobust empiriical evnce before ad
djusting mon
netary policy
y in responsse to such esstimates.
iden
Estim
mates of the
e long-term equilibrium
m interest ra
ate have nott changed ass much
as th
hose of the LW
L medium
m-run equilib
brium rate. The
T long-terrm equilibriium interesst rate corre
esponds to tthe interest rate level th
hat materiallizes once alll businesss cycle fluctu
uations and
d other temp
porary influences subsid
de. It is rela
ated to
long
g-run potenttial or steadyy-state grow
wth. The welll-known Tayylor (1993) rule
r
for
mon
netary policy
y uses the loong-term eq
quilibrium interest
i
ratee as a bench
hmark.
 CHA
ART 2 shows
s long-term equilibrium
m interest rate
r
estimattes for the United
Statees obtained by recursivvely estimatiing the wide
ely-used strructural maccroeconom
mic model of Smets and W
Wouters (20
007) over 20
0 year windoows.
The estimate of the long-ru
un equilibriu
um rate obta
ained with th
the 1994 vin
ntage of
U.S. data (coverring the perriod from 19
974 to 1994
4) is about 3 %. Subseq
quently,
e
ob
btained from
m moving da
ata windowss of 20 yearss length declline tothe estimates
ward
ds a level off a bit abovee the 2 % ma
ark. Thus, esstimates of tthe long-run
n equilibrium rate with
h this modell vary little and
a remain well above zzero.
 CHART 2

States. Recursive estim
mation with th
he Smets-Wouuters-Model (2
2007), 20-year-window (Souurce: Annual Report
R
GCEE, 20
015)
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Imp
plications for
f Monetaary Policy
Laub
bach and Williams
W
(20
003) motiva
ated the nee
ed for estim
mating equillibrium
ratess as an inpu
ut in simplee rules for monetary
m
pollicy such ass the Taylor (1993)
rule.. Accordinglly, Yellen (20
015) argues as follows: “… the presccription offe
ered by
the Taylor
T
rule changes siggnificantly iff one instead
d assumes, as I do,… th
hat the
econ
nomy’s equillibrium real federal funds rate… is currently qu
uite low by historih
cal standards…
s
the
t Taylor ru
ule is
Rt = RR* + πt + 0.5(πt -2) + 0.5Yt

(1)

wherre R denote
es the federaal funds ratee, RR* is the
e estimated value of the equilibrium real rate
e, π is the cu
urrent inflatiion rate, and
d Yt is the ou
utput gap.
If RR
R* is assumed to equal 2 %... then the
t Taylor rule would caall for the nominal
fund
ds rate to be set a bit beelow 3 %. Bu
ut if equal 0 % then the rule’s current prescrip
ption is less than 0.5 %.””
Thuss, if one sim
mply replacess the equilib
brium federa
al funds ratee of 2 % in th
he Taylor rule
r
with 0 %, the reco mmended setting
s
for th
he funds rat
ate declines by two
perccentage poin
nts. Howeveer, there is uncertainty
y and disagrreement reg
garding
the level
l
of the equilibrium
e
rate. Moreo
over, calcula
ations such aas in Yellen (2015)
are incomplete
i
and
a potentiaally mislead
ding because they do nott incorporate other
shiftts – such as changes in p
potential GD
DP – that arre associated
d with the esstimated sh
hifts in r* (T
Taylor and W
Wieland, 20116).
Logiic and consiistency woulld suggest th
hat if one in
nserts the esstimated equilibrium rate
r
obtaine
ed with the L
Laubach-Wiilliams meth
hodology, on
ne also uses the respecctive output gap estimaated with th
his methodo
ology (Annu
ual Report, GCEE,
2015
5) as in.  CH
HART 3 These c
calculationss show that the
t consisten
nt use of LW
W esti CHART 3

Alternativve ways to mo
odify the Taylo
or rule (Sourcee: Annual Rep
port GCEE, 2015)
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mates of equilibrium real interest rate and output gap in the Taylor rule changes
the policy prescription relative to the Yellen (2015) version of the Taylor rule.
The interest rate prescriptions increases by about 2 percentage points. Thus, it
offsets the impact of the lower RR*.

Monetary policy as a possible source of omitted variable bias
The monetary policy conducted by the Federal Reserve in the aftermath of the
financial crisis and the recession of 2008/09 may itself be the main reason why
interest rates have been so low since the global financial crisis. Yet, the monetary
policy rule is not part of the aggregate demand and Phillips curve model used by
Laubach and Williams. Thus, there may be an omitted variable problem because
sustained deviations from past monetary policy practice are not explicitly accounted for as a source of low interest rates.
Possible reasons for omitted variable bias are illustrated by Taylor and Wieland
(2016) with the following three relationships common to macroeconomic models: The first relationship is the intertemporal substitution equation (aggregate
demand) that relates the percentage deviation of real GDP from potential GDP
to the deviation of the real interest rate from the equilibrium rate:
y - y* = - β(r-r*).

(2)

The second relationship is about price adjustment. It is represented as a linear
equation, this time between the rate of inflation and the gap between real GDP
and potential GDP
π = π(-1) + θ(y-y*).

(3)

In this equation, y being equal to y* is consistent with price stability.
Model-based studies such as Laubach and Williams (2003) or Barsky et
al. (2014) use versions of these two relationships to find the equilibrium real rate
of interest r*. As discussed in Taylor and Wieland (2016) the equilibrium rate
may be estimated as follows: If one knew potential GDP (y*), then a seemingly
reasonable method for finding r* would be to see if equation (2) generates an
output gap (y-y*) that is different from what is predicted, P(y-y*), based on information on the right hand side. If there is a difference, then one must adjust r*
up or down until it gives the correct prediction. Of course, y* is also unknown,
but equation (3) can be used to help find it following the same logic used to find
r*: If π is not equal to the prediction, Pπ, from equation (3), then adjust y*.
Taylor and Wieland (2016) suggest the following omitted variable problem.
Suppose that another variable, or several variables, can shift the intertemporal
relationship in equation (2) around. For example, costly regulations might lower
the level of investment demand associated with a given real interest rate. This
would mean that rather than equation (2) we would have equation (2’)
y - y* = - β(r-r*) - αx*,

(2’)

where the variable x* could represent a variety of influences on real GDP from
regulations that negatively affect investment to tax policies that negatively affects consumption. With equation (2’), if one finds that y-y* is lower than the
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pred
diction P(y-y
y*), then thee implication
n is not nece
essarily thatt the estimatte of r*
is to
oo high and must be low
wered. Now
w there is the
e possibilityy that x* is too
t low
and must be raiised. In otheer words, thee possibility
y of an omittted variable that is
not in
i the macro
o model makkes it more difficult
d
to fiind the equil
ilibrium rate
e.
Therre is a additional probleem of omisssion which makes
m
it eveen more diffiicult to
find r*. Accordiing to most macro mod
dels, there iss also a finaancial sectorr and a
centtral bank re
eaction funcction which create another relatioonship. To capture
c
this,, a monetary
y policy rulee is added to
o the model which make
kes the nomiinal interesst rate and thus the reall interest ratte endogenou
us:
i= π + 0.5(π-2) + 0.5(y-y*) + r* + d*,

(4)

wherre i is the no
ominal interrest rate set by
b the central bank and
d d* is a posssible
deviation from the
t policy im
mplied by thee rule. As wiith equation
ns (2) and (3), if i is
e
to the prediction π
π, then one can
c adjust r*, but one caan also adju
ust d*.
not equal
In fa
act, given wh
hat has happ
pened to mo
onetary policcy in recent yyears around the
glob
be it would be a big mistaake not to co
onsider this.
shows how large aand significcant the variable d* hass been arou
und the
worlld recently when
w
the pollicy rule is th
he Taylor ru
ule and r* is calibrated with
w respecct to estimate
ed trend of oouput growtth.
 CHA
ART 4

 CHART 4

The Glob
bal Great Devia
ation in Centrral Bank Policyy Rates
((Source:: Shin (2016) update of Hoffmann and Boogdanova (2012))

Con
ncluding re
emarks
Therre has been a lot of goood research on the question on wh
hether r* ha
as been
decliining. Howe
ever, the ressults are stilll inconclusiv
ve and the eestimates are
e much
too uncertain
u
to
o incorporatte them into
o policy rule
es in the waays that hav
ve been
sugg
gested. Furth
hermore, th
here is evideence that co
ontradicts th
he hypothessis that
there has been a significan
nt decline in
n the equilibrium rate.. Instead, th
he peround in receent studies may
m well be due
d to shiftss in regulato
ory polceiveed decline fo
icy and
a monetarry policy thaat have been omitted fro
om the reseaarch.
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